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Officials study storm's path
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
National Weather Service
officials visited Calloway
County Wednesday morning to
determine whether a storm that
uprooted and snapped dozens of
fa.
trees and damaged at least two
homes Tuesday night was a tornado.
Christine Wielgos, a meteorologist with the Paducah office,
and Pat Sloden, science and
operations manager, toured
areas around Murray hit by the
storm
with
Calloway
Emergency
Management
Director Bill Call. Wielgos and
Sloden said determining the
nature and path of the destruction is important in predicting
the formation and actions of tornados to gain information that
could save lives in the future.
"We're trying to find the path
of a tornado," Wielgos said as
she and Sloden looked over
damage to Grady Poor's Irvin
Cobb Road home. ."We've had
three deaths in Muhlenburg
County and Pat and I were
tasked with finding the beginning of the tornado."
Wielgos and Sloden were
heading to Land Between the
Lakes yesterday afternoon as
TOM BERRY/Ledger & limes
they continued the work in Trigg Calloway County Emergency Management Director Bill Call, left, goes over a map of Calloway
and other counties between County with National Weather Service storm assessors Christine Wielgos, center, and Pat
Calloway and Muhlenberg Sloden, Wednesday morning as the trio tracks the path of a possible
tornado that swept
before making a final determithrough the area Tuesday night.
nation.
It is believed the storm that Tuesday night iiid ordered the before they will ow for sure if said. "We think it might have
killed a married couple and their sounding of the city's tornado the cause of the
truction was got started near the corner back
daughter living in a trailer near alert siren about 6 p.m. The an actual tornado and if it was there (in southwest Calloway
Greenville may have started in alarm was sounded for a second the same one that caused the near Tom Taylor Road), but
Calloway Coidiey. AL,ording to tithe' when • a'possible tornado death and dettruction near cattle down around here."
Call. NWS radar spotted a was sighted east of Murray.
Greenville.
Sloden said a preliminary
swirling cloud mass over
Sloden said there remains a
"We're going to keep going
Calloway County to the south lot of tracking work to be done through the LBL area," Sloden

AP
Gov. Steve Beshear, left, shakes hands with Gamaliel
Elementary School Principal Tommy Geralds after severe tornados hit near the school in Tompkinsville, Ky.

dead in Kentucky
from Tues. storms

By The Associated Press
GREENVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Powerful nighttime storms rampaged across Kentucky, killing a toddler and six adults, inflicting
widespread damage and power outages and prompting Gov. Steve
Beshear to declare an emergency.
Four people died in Allen County near the Tennessee border, and
three family members died at a Muhlenberg County mobile home
park in western Kentucky, authorities said. On Wednesday, the governor visited areas hit hard by storms that swept through Kentucky
beginning late Tuesday.
"This is a horrible situation," Beshear said. "I am putting boots
on the ground in these areas to view the destruction and determine
how public emergency service can best assist those facing loss of
family and property."
In Frankfort, state lawmakers prayed for storm victims.
The weather was part of a violent burst of tornado-producing
storms that also slammed Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee,
killing at least 55 people in the South and injuring dozens more.
The National Weather Service confirmed at least five tornadoes
touched down in Kentucky. The harshest, with winds of up to 115
miles per hour, struck near Cecilia in Hardin County just after midIII -See Page 2A
night. Two tornadoes touched down in Taylorsville in Spencer
County, another hit Brandenburg in Meade County and the fifth
struck in Menifee County.
Vonda McPeak, who lives in southern Allen County, said her
-*!" -e•••'` "j""APP:
back porch collapsed and vinyl siding from her home peeled away
*fie.
during the storm.
The ferocity of the storm threw cars into one another, downed
utility poles and snapped trees that were scattered around the county.
- l'ff•ff
"It's just little pieces everywhere," McPeak said.
In the same county, O.L. Meador said his family in the Amos
community had little time to seek shelter from winds that caved in
his sister's mobile home next door to him.
"We didn't know it until I looked out and saw all the motion," he
said.
State Rep. Rob Wilkey, D-Scottsville, said the storm sheared tree
tops and obliterated houses along a six- to seven-mile path of
destruction in Allen County.
One survivor was pulled out from under her roof after the storm
lifted her home and flung it about 300 feet into a ravine, Wilkey
said.
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
"It's a miracle she survived," he said. "It's something you have
Strong winds, possibly from 'a tornado, that swept through Calloway County Tuesday night downed several trees on Grady to see to believe how devastating these storms are."
Allen County borders Macon County, Tenn., where at least 13 of
Poor's Irvin Cobb Road home. Some of the trees caused significant damage to the property while high winds ripped out ceiling tiles and insulation as well as sheet rock inside the house.

MOW

•See Page 2A

Murray man killed State budget grim to health officials
in wreck Wednesday
Staff Report
CLINTON, Ky. —A Murray
man died from injuries he sustained in a two-vehilce accident
in Hickman County Wednesday.
Kurt R. Janes. 28, of Murray,
was airlifted to Vanderbilt
University Medical Center
afternoon.
Wednesday
According to a Vanderbilt
spokeswoman. Janes died
around midnight.
According to a Kentucky
State Police press release. Janes
apparently crossed the center
line of U.S. 51 and Ky. 288 in
Hickman County and collided
with a tractor-trailer driven by
Elkin Dawson. 65 of Paris,

INDEX

Tenn.
Janes was traveling southbound in his Dodge Caravan
when, for unknown reasons,
crossed the center line and went
into the northbound lane of travel. The report stated that
Dawson tried to avoid contact
by steering right and applying
the brakes.
Both vehicles struck on the
front driver side bumper.
Dawson did not sustain any
injuries. Both men were wearing seat belts, KSP reported.
An investigation of the accident is continuing by accident
reconstructionist Trooper Tim
Sales.

By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Health officials are projecting cuts to some state-funded programs as Kentucky grapples with a
nearly billion-dollar shortfall over the next
two years.
Medicaid Commissioner Elizabeth
Johnson said the state was looking at everything in hopes of reining in the behemoth
health plan's annual spending. Other departments would also take hits, including some
state-funded programs for the elderly, officials said.
"We will have to put everything on the
table," Johnson told a legislative panel on
Wednesday.
Gov. Steve Beshear has described the
current budget outlook situation in
Kentucky as a crisis. The state is moving to
offset a $434 million budget shortfall this
fiscal year that ends June 30 and a projected
$900 million problem over the next two fis-
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Officials right now are not looking to cut
services or enrollment but are hoping to
save money elsewhere, she said.
Possibilities include saving money by
better managing 10Iedicaid patients and their
pharmacy usage and reviewing the state's
reimbursement rates, Johnson said.
Some patients receiving Medicaid benefits may be overusing the system, such as
one person who last year visited an emergency room 29 times in a month, she said.
Working with a Medicaid recipient such as
in that case could lead to overall financial
savings, Johnson said.
"We can do better," Johnson said.
Also, the state would consider expanding.
a program in which the Medicaid program
pays health insurance premiums. Currently
11 people are enrolled in the program,
Johnson said.
Meanwhile, Deborah Anderson, commis-

IN See Page 3A

May we continue
to prayfor the
438th Military
Police Company
and theirfamilies
during their
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cal years.
Beshear, a Democrat, has proposed an
$18.5 billion two-year spending plan that
calls for substantial cuts to many government agencies and services, including a 12
percent hit to public universities. Despite
the state's budget woes, Beshear has said
he's resistant to any tax increases and
believes the state needs to spend less.
Nevertheless, some lawmakers in the
governor's own political party are pushing
for an increase in the state's tax on cigarettes
— currently 30-cents-per-pack. A plan in the
House would raise that tax by 70 cents to $1.
The Legislative Research Commission has
estimated that a hike of that level would
bring an extra $205 million.
Beshear's proposed budget called for
more money to the health plan that covers
more than 722,000 low-income and disabled
Kentuckians. Even so, Johnson said, the
program is facing a shortfall of more than
$360,000 over thftxt two fiscal years.
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Emily Midkiff after the retrieval of her
Nolen mobile borne resident Bndget Groves is escorted and comforted by paramedic
to her home after a F3 tornado tore through
medication Wednesday, along Nolen Lane in Greenville, Ky. Groves' returned back
the Nolen Country Manor Trailer Court.

AP

•7 dead ...
From Front

Volunteer fireman Adrian DeBruin sits amongst the remains of
the severe storm damage in Lafayette Tenn., Wednesday.

the 31 deaths in that state were reported.
In Muhlenberg County in western
Kentucky, a couple and their adult daughter
died at Nolen mobile home park outside
Greenville, Kentucky State Police Trooper
Stuart Recke said.
on
Tennessee
visit
WASHINGTON (AP)— President Bush will
Bobby Joe Cnck, 71; his wife, Diane
Friday to comfort victims of the devastating string of tornadoes that
62; and their 40-year-old daughter.
Crick,
Wednesday.
said
House
White
the
state,
ripped through that
Crick, died when the storms
Ann
Gilds
and
At least 54 people were killed and hundreds injured Tuesday
their mobile home park near
Wednesday by dozens of tornadoes that plowed across Mississippi. struck
identified
were
They
Arkansas. Tennessee, Kentucky and Alabama. It was the nation's Greenville.
of
co-owner
Tucker,
Ted
by
Wednesday
deadliest barrage of twisters in almost two dozen years.
Funeral Home in Central City.
White House deputy press secretary Scott Stanzel said Tennessee Tucker
A niece, Linda Fulkerson, said her uncle
was hit particularly hard.
a retired hospital and county road
was
the
"So the president is going there to express his support for
worker. Gilda Ann was known
people who have been impacted by these devastating storms.- he department
as "Sissy" among family, Fulkerson said. A
said.
funeral service was scheduled for
To make room for the trip. Bush moved up his speech in combined
Washington to the Conservative Political Action C'onference to an Friday.
Kentucky State Police identified the
earlier time on Friday. He has also postponed a meeting with the
County victims as Linda Stephens,
Allen
president of Mali.
2-year-old grandson, Hunter
her
53;
of
governors
the
called
he
said
Bush
Wednesday.
Farber
and a married couple. Phyllis
Stephens;
and
Tennessee
and
Alabama. Arkansas. Kentucky, Mississippi
58, and Michael Dow, 50.
Dow,
"Joy"
assured them the administration stood ready to help and to deal with
listed seven people named
police
State
the
by
affected
those
assure
to
tried
also
He
requests.
any emergency
those hospitalized from
among
as
Stephens
them.
for
tornadoes that the rest of the country is praying
Allen County, including an infant and 1 "Loss of life, loss of property — prayers can help and so can the
child.
government.- Huth said. "I do want the people in those states to year-old
McPeak, the Allen County resident who
know the American people are standing with them.her porch and siding, described her husIn recapping his conversations with the governors. Bush said: "I lost
as a distant relative of an injured
band
But
them.
help
would
government
this
that
wanted them to know
family member. She said several
Stephens
their
in
people
the
more importantly. I wanted them to be able to tell
family members reside along the
Stephens
,tates that the American people hold those who suffer up in prayer"

Bush to visit Tenn. Friday

Itirie road in the damaged area.
Mike Wimpee, a deputy coroner in Allen
County, said the dead lived in two different
mobile homes in the fanning community of
Holland, within I 1/2 miles of each other
Up to nine mobile homes in the area were
destroyed, Wimpee said.
"We're a tough community, and we're all
fighters. aod we'll all pull through this,"
Allen County Judge-Executive Bobby
Young said.
Eight people were treated at The Medical
Center in Scottsville for storm-related
injuries, and eight others were being treated
at The Medical Center in Bowling Green.
said Doris Thomas, a spokeswoman for the
hospitals.
Young said there wasn't an emergency
siren to warn people in the rural area of the
approaching storm.
"It came in quick," he said. "Probably,
warning devices wouldn't have helped any."
The county has requested funding for a
siren at a fire house located two to four
miles from the devastated area, he said. But
the storm was so intense and the wind so
loud that residents might not have heard
sirens, he said.
More than 100 National Guard troops
were deployed to help in the hardest-hit
areas. In Muhlenberg County. troops were
providing generators to the water company
and a rest home.
The storms interrupted power and phone
service to many.

Baby boy born in midst
of deadly storms— When a

GREENVILLE, Ky. (AP)
deadly storm shut off the power at
Muhlenberg Community Hospital, doctors
brought Jonathan Thomas Oakley into the
world by flashlight.
The 7-pound, 1-ounce baby arrived
early Wednesday, as violent tornadoes
twisted their way across the South, killing
dozens of people. Threepeople died in a
trailer park near the Muhlenberg County
hospital.
-It went fine." 18-year-old Samantha
Oakley said Wednesday, her son and husband both sleeping nearby. "I was trying to
keep my eyes open so I could see him."
Oakley said she wasn't any more nervous after the power went out, but her
mother was it made me more nervous,"
said Vicki Reed of Beaver Dam, who was
in the delivery room.
When the lights went out, doctors
"hollered 'flashlights,' and nurses took off
and got one:she said.

Among the larger remaining electric outages reported Wednesday afternoon,
Kentucky Utilities had more than 15,000
customers across the state still without service, with approximately 6,000 of those in
Muhlenberg County, spokesman Chip
Keeling said. Louisville Gas & Electric had
about 3,000 customers without power,
Keeling said.

•Storm's path ...
From Front

TOM BERRYitadaw & Tows
of Irvin Cobb Road reshome
the
at
gathered
family
and
A group of helpful neighbors, friends
by a possible tornacaused
damage
with
deal
help
to
morning
Wednesday
Poor
Grady
ident
property that damthe
on
trees
large
do Tuesday night Poor said the winds downed several
his
home
to
damage
extenor
and
interior
causing
aged his barn while also

assessment would conclude that
damage in southwest Calloway
was caused by ground-level.
straight-line winds which then
passed through Murray. but then
touched down in the Irvin Cobb
Road area as a tornado as it followed a northeastern path.
Wielgos said the storm may
have touched down more than
once.
"It was one big supercell
storm and it might have been
one long path or it might have
been several shorter paths."
Wielgos said. "It might have tiptoed for a while, but it was probably on the ground for quite a
ways."
Poor's house, which was par-.
tidily under construction, was
heavily damaged by wind. that

Lacey's

blew away ceiling, insulation
and sheet rock material inside as
well as breaking at least one
large window. The winds also
uprooted at least three large
trees; some of which damaged
Poor's barn nearby. Poor said
the trees were about 100 years
old.
Nearby. several large trees
were uprooted or snapped by
apparently-circular
strong,
winds that left them laying on
the ground pointing in different
directions. The home was not
damaged, but telephone and
power lines were torn down by
falling trees.
A single tree was toppled at
the intersection of Ky. 280 and
Rockwood Lane about two
miles away that barely missed
demolishing a telephone service
relay tower and building.

The damaging winds sprang
from a long line of strong storm
cells that swept through
Arkansas, Alabama. Tennessee
and Kentucky Tuesday killing at
least 55 people and injuring
hundreds more in the nation's
deadliest set of twisters in more
than two decades, according to
an Associated Press report this
morning.
Thirty-one people were
killed in Tennessee. 13 in
Arkansas, seven in Kentucky
and four in Alabama, according
to the report.
The count is one of the 15
worst tornado death tolls since
1950, and the nation's deadliest
barrage of tornadoes since 76
in
killed
were
people
Pennsylvania and Ohio in May
1985.
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Store shooting
survivor speaks

KentuckylnBrief
Laura Bush to attend Lincoln
ceremony
in Kentucky
LOUISVILLE

Ky. (AP) — First lady Laura Bush will speak at
Abraham Lincoln's birthplace to help kick off a celebration of the
Kentucky native's 200th birthday.
The 90-minute ceremony next Tuesday at the Lincoln Birthplace
National Historic Site near Hodgenville will help launch a two-year
national commemoration of Lincoln's birth.
Others participating in the ceremony will include U.S Interior
Secretary Dirk Kempthorne, Gov. Steve I3eshear and actor Sam
Waterston,
Mrs. Bush will also speak at the Abraham Lincoln Elementary
School in Hodgenville.
Lincoln was born in 1809 in a srnall cabin at Sinking Spring farm
near what became Hodgenville. Two years later. Lincoln's family
moved a few miles away to Knob Creek farm, where young Abe
formed his early memories
The family later moved to Indiana when Abe was still a young boy.

Black church leaders to hold
lawmakers accountable on casinos

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Black church leaders are promising to
hold Kentucky lawmakers accountable if they support a proposal that
would legalize casinos to generate more revenue for state government.
The African-Amencan Fellowship issued the warning at a news
conference at the Capitol on Wednesday.
"We cannot fund government by making losers of our citizens,"
said the Rev. Edgar Wallace, pastor of Second Christian Church in
Midway. "Govemment should prosper when its people prosper."
Wallace said members of more than 70 congregations in the fellowship want lawmakers to take a strong stand against a proposed
constitutional amendment to legalize casinos in the state, or face
political retribution. Church leaders tear casinos will lead to addiction,
bankruptcies and broken families.
Gov. Steve Beshear wants lawmakers to approve a ballot referendum that, if ratified by voters, would lead to the legalization of casinos. The black church leaders contend that lawmakers who vote for
such a referendum are actually taking a stand to legalize casinos.
"They have to say I'm for it or against it, and we can't let them get
away with saying. 'Let the people decide,- Wallace said.

Gordon challenges new Jefferson
County schools policy
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —The attorney who took his challenge of
Jefferson County's school desegregation policy to the U.S. Supreme
Court has filed a motion challenging the district's new policy.
Attorney Ted Gordon on Tuesday asked a District Court judge in
Louisville to review a temporary plan the school board adopted last
week.
He claims the district is continuing to use a racial quota system to
assign students to schools.
An interim plan for the next school year requires elementary
schools to draw between 15 and 50 percent of their students from
neighborhoods with high minority populations. It only applies to students who would be attending new schools anyway.

Public defender won't press charges
against
client who hit him
GEORGETOWN,

Ky. (AP) — A Georgetown public defender
whose client punched him in court after a judge denied his request
for a new attorney says he will not file assault charges.
Attorney Doug Crickmer says he understands that his former
client was under "a lot of stress and he just snapped."
Thirty-year-old Peter Hafer, of Cynthiana, was in court on Monday
in a hearing on burglary charge.
He told the judge he didn't trust Crickmer, his court-appointed
attorney. When the judge replied that he couldn't chose his public
defender, Hafer punched Crickmer, knocking him to the floor.
Courtroom cameras recorded the blow.

CHICAGO(AP)— The lone
survivor of a shooting at a suburban clothing store commented
publicly for the first time
Wednesday, calling the victims

"five of the bravest women I
have ever met." Police also said
one of the women was molested.
the
weekend
killings
occurred during an apparent
botched robbery at the Lane
Bryant store, and authorities
were still hunting for a suspect.
The survivor, who issued a
statement through police, called
the attack -an unspeakable
tragedy" and a "horrific crime
that ripped our worlds apart."
The women who died, who
•
ranged in age from 22 to 42,
Photo provided'.
were "five of the bravest women
I have ever met. ... My deepest Pictured, from left, are three members of the Leadership Team taken in Frankfort in Senator::
sympathies and condolences go Ken Winters office. They are Dr. Deborah Besser, College of Engineeenng University a':
out to their families and Kentucky, Sen. Winters, Dr. Doris Clark-Sarr, Director AIMS Murray State University and Janri:
friends," she said.
Burks, College of Agriculture University of Kentucky.
Authorities also have not
named the survivor of the attack
at the strip mall southwest of
downtown Chicago. She was in
protective custody, Tinley Park
The
National
Girls and now in Kentucky.
the lives of Kentuckians. The:1
Mayor Edward Zabrocki has
Girls
The Kentucky Girls STEM Kentucky
STElsel
said. It has been reported wide- Collaborative Project brings
ly that the parents of the sur- together organizations that are Collaborative Project's vision is Collaborative will work closely'
vivor, who live in Madisonville, committed to informing and to network girls and girl-serving with this task force to achieve its,.
Ky., have said their daughter motivating girls to pursue organizations
across
the goals.
escaped serious injury when the careers in science, technology, Commonwealth to build a
The Kentucky Girls STEM.
bullet meant for her head struck engineering, and mathematics stronger science, technology,
her neck.
Collaborative
is partnering witte;
(STEM). The goal of the project engineering, and math future
the American Association otf"
is to encourage organizations workforce in Kentucky.
University Women (AAUW)
from K-12 education, higher
In 2006, a new statewide
education, government, profes- Science,
Technology, Kentucky - Sue Ellen Grannis:
sional organizations, business, Engineering, and Mathematics Kentucky President. Contacts'
From Front
and community-based organiza- (STEM) Task Force convened with other organizations and.
throughout•
the
sioner of the Department for tions to collaborate with other by
Council
on universities
Aging and Independent Living, girl-serving organizations to Postsecondary Education held Kentucky are underway.
was facing a $3 million cut. The increase their capacity for con- its inaugural meeting in
A press conference will be
agency, which handles programs tinuation and broader impact.
Frankfort. The task force is held in Frankfort on Feb. 20 at-such as Meals on Wheels for
The University of Kentucky charged with developing a
10:30 a.m. in the Rotunda to
elderly people, would not be will be implementing this projstatewide strategic action plan to
able to take on new people in the
officially
announce
the'
ect, sponsored by the National accelerate Kentucky's performface of the proposed cuts,
Collaborative
Program.
Girls Collaboiative, for the state ance within the STEM disciAnderson said.
For additional information.:
The news prompted some of Kentucky. The project is cur- pline froth preschool through
lawmakers to call for tax rently operating in California, graduate school. This task force please contact Dr. Doris Clark-.
increases.
Florida,
Carolina, recognizes that statewide collab- Sarr or visit the website at-•
North
Rep. Kathy Stein, D- Missouri, Oregon, Washington oration is necessary to advance http://www.angcproject.org.
Lexington, said there were "no
easy solutions" for lawmakers
without more money in the
state's coffers. Stein called on
lawmakers to "raise taxes in
order to stem the problems we
have here."
Rep. Tom Burch, DLouisville, backed hiking the
cigarette tax specifically.

STEM program gets underway.
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Photo provided
SPECIAL DAY: January 31 was Circuit Clerk's Day in the Legislature. Linda Avery, Calloway

Circuit Clerk, and her Chief Deputy, Denise Futrell, represented Calloway County at the
Legislative Breakfast sponsored by the Kentucky Circuit Clerk Association. While in Frankfort
Futrell, left, and Debbie Knoth, right, Circuit Cleric from Livingston County, had the opportunity to visit with Rep. Mike Cherry, 0-Princeton.
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FORUM
IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Lessening the
blow of the budget
As a starting point, Gov. Steve Beshear's budget
proposal is a strong effort. His recommendation
that base funding for public elementary and secondary education stay at the current level is the
correct approach, reflecting the importance of K-12
education. School districts will still feel pressure
because the budget includes no increases for many
other school services and there's no new money
for teacher raises, but protecting the Support Education Excellence in Kentucky formula from cuts
will allow districts to hold their own. Reducing
the amount districts receive based on their average
daily attendance would have been destructive and
caused schools to lose ground.
Shielding K-12 education during austere times
means that cuts had to be made elsewhere.
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The Wal(s): Who Pays?
costing us_
This is beyond outrageous.
Here we are spending near
record amounts on gasoline
and home heating oil money that goes to those
nations that sell us the oil and they in turn refuse to
pay more to help win a war
who's victory would help
repel the same fanatics who
also hate them.
Rep. Gary Ackerman, who
chairs the House Foreign
Affairs subcommittee on the
Middle East, makes the
point: "They're charging $100
per barrel of oil, making
record fortunes, lecturing
everyone else, and then they
stiff everybody, including
their cousins who they contend to be so very concerned
about."
The figures back him up.
According to the Department
of Energy, from 2003
through 2006. Saudi Arabia
exported about $95 billion in
crude oil to the United
States, as its average price
doubled from $25 to $56 a
barrel.' During his visit last
month to the Middle East,
President Bush obtained more
promises from several leaders
of Arab states to do more.
Well see if those pledges
have any more currency than
previous unfulfilled promises.
The under-responsiveness
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has not just been in the
Arab world. Money and
other forms of assistance
have been lacking from
countries that are also threatened by Islamic extremists.
Spain seems to have come
closest to fulfilling its
pledge. The GAO says of
the $248 million Spain
promised, it has paid $213.7
million so far. And Japan,
according to a recent report
to Congress, has pledged and
disbursed more assistance to
Iraq than any other individual country except the United States.
At a minimum, we should
send Iraq and Afghanistan a
bill for what we have done
and are trying to do for
them, or ask for price cuts
on Iraqi oil. Thousands of
American lives have been
lost and the financial cost is
enormous, as we seek to
advance freedom for others.
While a freer world is also
in America's interests, the
people of Iraq and
Afghanistan stand to benefit
the most. To have these and
other nations in the region
receive what amounts to welfare while charging us top
dollar for oil - and using
some of those profits to
underwrite radical Islamic
extremism - is doubly offensive.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Lola Darnell
Mn. Lola Darnell, 92, Hardin, died Wednesday, Feb. 6, 2008, at
2:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Collier Funeral
Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

Dr. Billy Wayne P'Pool
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Paid Obituaries
Ms. Magee Byars Paschall

Thursday, ebruary 7, 2008 • 5

Senate Republicans block
Democrats' attempt to add
$44B to economic stimulus

WASHINGTON (AP) --- down (and) added a bunch ot
The funeral tor Ms Maggie Byars Paschall will be bnday at Ii
The funeral for Dr. Billy Wayne P'Pool will be Sunday at 1:30 a.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Dr. The fate of $600-$1,200 rebate spending to it," said Sen. Jon
p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. Jerrell White, Rev. Martin Severns and Rev. Carios Owens will offi- checks for more than 100 mil- Kyl of Arizona, the Republican
lion Amencans is in limbo after whip, who called the measure "a
Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City ciate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today Senate Republicans blocked a Christmas tree package."
The White House, which has
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 (Thursday.) Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneral- bid by Democrats to add $44
billion in help for the elderly, carefully avoided issuing threats
p.m. Saturday. Online condolences may be made to home.com
www.imesiniller.com
Mrs. Paschall, 93, Murray, died Monday, Feb. 4, 2008, at 12:35 disabled veterans, the unem- about the package despite
Dr. P'Pool, 68, Murray, died Wednesday, Feb. 6, p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care, Murray. She was a member of ployed and businesses to the Bush's opposition to the add2008, at 1:51 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Memorial Baptist Church and her hobbies were cooking and quilt- House-passed economic aid ons, urged the Senate to move
package.
fast to approve a stimulus plan.
Hospital.
ing.
GOP senators banded togeth"To be effective, this ecoA retired physician from Murray-Calloway County Hospital, he
Preceding her in death were one son-in-law, Kenneth Ayers; four
was both an Army and Navy veteran. He was an avid supporter of brothers, Clydie Walker and Carlos, Arlos and James Byars; five sis- er Wednesday to thwart the $205 nomic growth package must be
Murray State University. He was born June 8, 1939 in Trigg County. ters, Beulah Flood, Mae Gallimore, Kathenne Vaughn, Robbie billion plan, leaving Democrats timely, so it is crucial that the
His father, Willie D. P'Pool, preceded him in death.
Flood Rowland and Irene Hart; one grandson, Kenneth Ayers II. with a difficult choice either to Senate now move quickly to
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Laurel Parker P'Pool; two sons, Born May 21, 1914, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of quickly accept a House bill they pass a bill that will deliver relief
have said is inadequate or nsk to our economy," press secretary
Bill P'Pool and wife. Ginger, Evansville, Ind., and Mark Wayne the late Robert and Zffie Stamps Byars.
P'Pool, Louisville; one daughter, Mrs. Mary Huff and husband,
Survivors include two daughters, Evelyn Ayers, Paris, Tenn., and being blamed for delaying a Dana Perino said in a statement
Samuel, Louisville; two granddaughters. Katie and Megan P'Pool, Darryel Lee and husband, IT., Murray: four sons, Carves Paschall measure designed as a swift shot after the vote.
Democratic presidential canEvansville; his mother, Mrs. Lillie Overbey P'Pool, Hopkinsville: and wife, Darlene, McKenzie, Tenn., and George Paschall and wife, in the arm for the lagging econdidates Hillary Clinton of New
one brother, Charles P'Pool and wife, Ok Bun, Greenville, Pa.; one Betty, Dudley Paschall and wife. Sandra, and Edward Paschall, all omy.
The tally was 58-41 to end York and Barack Obama of
sister, Sue Golladay and husband, Gant, Cadiz,
of Nashville, Tenn.; one sister, Dorothy Attebury Bauman and husband, George, Hot Springs, Ark.; sister-in-law, Audie Byars, debate on the Senate measure, Illinois flew to Washington fbr
Murray; 16 grandchildren; 23 great-grandchildren; four great-great- just short of the 60 votes the vote. GOP front-runner John
James L Johnson
Democrats would have needed McCain of Arizona did not vote.
grandchildren;
several nieces and nephews.
A graveside service for James L. Johnson will be Friday at 2 p.m.
to scale procedural hurdles and
Supporters actually had 59
at the Murray City Cemetery. Rev. Kerry Lambert and John Dale
move the bill to a final vote. In a votes in favor of the Democratic
will officiate. Pallbearers will be David Allen, Paul Wilson, J.W. Mrs. Frances Holland Futrell
The funeral for Mrs. Frances Holland Futrell will be Friday at 10 suspenseful showdown vote that proposal, but Reid switched his
Cathey, Paul Jerry Lee, Buddy Bryant and Harold
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Jim Stom capped days of partisan infight- vote to 'no' at the last moment, a
E. Morton.
ing and procedural jockeying, parliamentary move that allows
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral and Bro. Bob Cain will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Jon Pace, Michael Pace, Brian Moreland, Jeff eight Republicans — four of him to bring the measure up for
Home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
them up for re-election this year a revote.
Mr. Johnson, 83, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 5, Harper, Matt Robertson and Jacob Can up, active, and Tim Pace and
Republican leaders objected
Stephen Milby, honorary. Burial will follow in the Holland —joined Democrats to back the
2008, at II a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
Nan, bucking GOP leaders and to add-ons such as a $14.5 bilA former tax commissioner for Calloway Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
President Bush, who objected to lion unemployment extension
County, he was also the former chairman of the today (Thursday).
costly add-ons.
for those whose benefits have
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Owen's Chapel Baptist the
Calloway Democratic Party. He was director of the
Democrats choreographed run out, $1 billion in heating aid
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Church, attention Faye Willie, 5920 Airport Rd., Kirksey, KY 42054
the vote for maximum political for the poor and tax breaks for
for 20 years, a sports announcer for Radio Station or Gideons, P.O. Box 931, Murray, KY 42071.
Johnson
advantage, presenting their aid renewable energy producers and
Mrs. Futrell, 91, Coach Estates, Murray, died Tuesday, Feb. 5,
WNBS, and a 1943 graduate of Murray High
proposal as a take-it-or-leave-it coal companies.
School.
2008, at 1 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
proposition for Republicans and
The measure builds upon a
Preceding him in death were his wife, Verta Mae Hettinghouse
A homemaker, she was a member of Church Grove, Benton.
calling back their presidential $161 billion House-pasied bill
Johnson, one son, James Robert Johnson, and one brother, William Preceding her in death were one sister, Bessie Darnell, five brothers,
candidates to make a show of providing $600-$1,200 checks
Mason Johnson. Born Dec. 24, 1924, in Calloway County, he was John, Joe, Marvin, Ed and Claude Holland; two great-grandchildren,
party unity behind their stimulus to most taxpayers and tax breaks
the son of the late W.F. Johnson and Zula Lee Farris Johnson.
Stephen Milby and Tim Pace. Born Feb. 12, 1916, in Calloway
plan. They calculated that to businesses investing in new
Survivors include one brother, Gene Johnson; daughter-in-law, County, she was the daughter of the late Kelcie Holland and Aline
Republicans would pay a steep plants and equipment.
Linda Osborne Johnson, Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters-in-law, Stubblefield Holland.
price for opposing rebates for
The Senate version would
Survivors include her husband, Woodrow Futrell, to whom she
Elizabeth Outland, Salem, Ore., and Dorothy Johnson, Evansville,
older Americans and disabled provide checks of $500-$1,000
Ind.; two nephews. Jeffery Johnson, New York, N.Y., and Scott was married April 10, 1936 in Murray; one daughter, Jeanne
veterans, as well as heating aid to a broader group that includes
Robertson and husband, Herchell. Murray; three grandchildren,
Johnson. Los Angeles, Calif.
for the poor, unemployment 20 million elderly people,
Debbie Moreland and husband, Brian. Wingo, Sandy Pace and husbenefits and a much larger col- 250,000 disabled veterans and
band, Michael, Hardin, and Barbara Harper and husband, Jeffery,
Lester C. Donelson
lection of business tax breaks taxpayers making up to
Murray:
seven
great-grandchildren;
four
great-great-grandchildren.
The funeral for Lester C. Donelson will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
than the House approved.
$150,000 for singles — or
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Rev. Roy Yoakem will officiEven after their effort fell $300,000 for couples.
ate. Pallbearers will be Jerry Hicks, Jerry Vance, Junior Garland,
short Wednesday. Democrats
It would extend unemployPaul Woods, Bill Adams and Colby Donelson. Burial will follow in
seemed determined to keep the ment benefits for an additional
the Fossett Cemetery.
pressure on Republicans to 13 weeks for those whose beneVisitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
accept the measure, threatening fits have run out, with 13 more
7:30 p.m. today (Thursday). An Eastern Star Service
to hold more votes on it in the weeks available in states with
will be at 7:30 tonight at the funeral home. Online
coming days.
the highest jobless rates. The bill
condolences may be made to www.imesmillercom
Majority Leader Harry Reid, also includes $10 billion in taxMr. Donelson, 88, Rowlett Trail, Murray, died Wednesday. Feb.
BAGHDAD (AP) — U.S. was shattered by gunfire, and D-Nev., is "going to give free mortgage revenue bonds to
6, 2008, at 12:03 a.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway troops raided Baghdad's largest 22-year-old Arkan Abid Ali was
Republicans a chance to recon- help homeowners refinance subCounty Hospital.
Shiite slum early this morning shot in the chest and wounded, sider their vote against efforts to prime loans.
A Navy veteran of World War II, he was awarded a Purple Heart. and arrested 16 people, U.S. and witnesses said.
strengthen the economy by helpGOP
Mitch
leader
five Battle Stars and a Presidential Citation. He was a member of Iraqi officials and witnesses
Diaa Shakir, 20, said he ing those who need it most," his McConnell, R-Ky., said he
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church. Born June 19, 1919, he said. The American military heard gunfire coming from
spokesman, Jim Manley, said wants to amend the measure to
was the son of the late Llew Llyn Donelson and Murty Evans said one person died.
inside houses U.S. soldiers had Wednesday night.
add rebates for disabled veterans
Donelson. One brother, Buell Donelson, also preceded him in death.
The military also announced entered, as he watched the operRepublicans said they were and their widows and the elderSurvivors include his wife, Mrs. Ruth Donelson, to whom he was the death of a U.S. soldier killed ation from the window of his
ready to accept rebates for sen- ly, and language — also includmarried Feb. 18. 1948; two sons, Kenneth Donelson and wife, by a roadside bomb a day earli- home nearby.
iors and disabled veterans and ed in the Democrats' package —
Martha, Murray. and Keith Donelson and wife, Vicky. Bardwell; one er in western Baghdad. At least
Ali was one of 16 Iraqis, accused Democrats of delaying making clear that illegal immidaughter, Diane Scroggins and husband, Robert, Chattanooga, 3,950 members of the U.S.
mil- including three teenage boys, the stimulus plan for political grants can't get rebate checks.
Tenn.; four grandchildren, Kasey Wilson. Kimber Scroggins, Colby itary have died since the begindetained by U.S. forces, an Iraqi gain and loading it down with
"We didn't block the proposDonelson and Kasey Rainey.
ning of the Iraq war in March police officer said on customary special-interest extras.
al," McConnell said. "We just
2003, according
"Our constituents will look at said there's a better way to go
to
an condition of anonymity.
Mrs. Iva M. Swenson
Associated Press count.
Two women and an elderly us as the folks that slowed it and there's an alternative."
No services or visitation are scheduled for Mrs. Iva M. Swenson.
In Sadr City, the U.S. said it man were also wounded and
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange- was targeting "criminal ele- taken to Sadr
City hospital. he
ments.
ments" responsible for mortar said. It was unclear which of the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Murray-Calloway and EFP attacks on U.S. and
wounded had died.
County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071. Iraqi troops. EFPs,or explosiveSadr City is home to about
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
ly formed penetrators, are 2.5 million of the Iraqi capital's
Mrs. Swenson. 77, Murray. died Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2008 at 11 a.m.
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Toler's Business College. Pans. Tenn., she retired as routing clerk
for Milwaukee Road Railroad. Chicago, Ill. She attended Green
Plain Church of Christ and Puryear Church of Christ. Preceding her
in death were her husband, Wallace Henry Jobe, and one sister. ltha
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Swor Parks. Born Nov. 14, 1922, in Puryear. Tenn., she was the
Financtal Consultants (1.-RI
daughter of the late Elroy Swor and Goldie Crank Swor Cole.
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Survivors include one son. Glenn A Jobe and wife, Shirley,
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
Schaumburg. Ill.; one sister. Allie Swor Underwood. Murray; one
270.753.3366 I 800•444.1854
grandson. Robert (Bert) Jobe and wife, Katie. Algonquin, Ill.; four
Iturs: 8:a) a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
great-grandchildren, Rachel, Scott, Holly and Heidi Jobe; one niece.
Burna Dean Schmader, one nephew. David Parks.

U.S. troops raid Sadr
City, on Iraqi killed
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Kirksey Park registration now
in progress for the season

Haley named hostess princess for event at Paris, Tenn.
By HEATHER BRYANT
Paris Post-Intellugencer
Asst. News Editor
PARIS, Tenn.- As a cheerleader at Murray State University, Conney Haley is used to
cheenng for others. But she
had seseral family members
and friends cheering for her
when she won the crown during the 55th annual World's
Biggest Fish Fry Hostess
Princess pageant.
Twenty-one young women
participated in the pageant.
which was sponsored by the
Pans-Henry County Jaycees.
The audience almost filled
the auditorium at Grove
School's Weston Hall for the
pageant, which is the first official event for the Fish Fry.
Haley is the 18-year-old
daughter of Ron and Teresa
Haley of Paris.
A freshman at Murray State,
she is studying to become a
Ilet), natal nurse.
"It means so much to me
no be Hostess Princess).- she
said "I've been waiting so
long to get on the court.-Just to be able to represent Henry County finally; I'm
e woe., about it." she said. "1
want to thank my faintly for
always being supportive."

She especially wanted her
aunt Karen Smith of Pans to
know she was thinking of her
the night of the pageant. Smith
had a heart attack and was in
the hospital, but recovering.
Haley said her parents and
her 15-year-old brother Skylar
have always supported her.
The question she asked each
of the final five young women
was. "Imagine you have a visitor from a foreign country come
into Henry County. How would
you explain the huge catfish
sign and explain the World's
Biggest Fish Fry?"
"We're known for cooking
the most fish in the whole
world ... (The Fish Fry) is a
really good family event and
it brings our whole community together," Haley answered.
Her court includes Meagan
Meketi. IS, daughter of Dale
and Lulan Meketi of Paris,
first maid; Amanda Nicole Neumair. IS. daughter of Jody and
Kim Neuman of Paris. second
maid. Brittany Jean McNutt,
19. daughter of Kim and Mike
McNutt of Henry, third maid.
and Robin Katherine Walker,
IS. daughter of Bo and Emily
Walker of Henry and Lori
Arwood of Southaven. Miss.,
fourth maid.

Kirksey Park Inc. will hare its registraFeb. 9
tion for the season on Saturdays.
op
and
p.m.
2
to
a.m.
10
and 16 from
Friday, Feb. 15 from 4 to 6 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church, located In
front of Kirk_se. park.
This is open to bur, for Pinto, 7 and
and
8, "Ilhourbred. 9 to 11. Mustang. 12
14, Pony. 15 and 18, and to girls, Fillies),
16
7 to 10. Spirits, 11 to 16. and Stares,
child
first
for
$35
include
Costs
and 19.
Jo's
more
and $20 for additional children. For
Datebook
information call Dianna at 1-270-527-2072
By Jo Burkeen or Joey at 489-2620.
Community
Editor
Bethel plans special event '
Methodist
The United Methodist Women of Bethel United
dogs,
hot
chili,
tamales,
hot
of
supper
Church will have a
church.
drinks and desserts on Saturday from 5 to 7 p.m. at the
Hwy
located on Bethel Church Road, Highway 1439 of Ky.
.
appreciated
be
would
gifts
love
but
80. There is no charge
Rev. Jason Jones, pastor, invites the public to attend.
Calloway District Council to meet
Calloway County School District Site Based Decision Making Councils will meet jointly Monday at 5 p.m. in the office
All
meeting room of Calloway County Board of Education.
invited.
are
interested persons

Photo provided
Hostess
named
was
student,
State
Murray
a
Haley.
Cortney
Pnncess for the 55th annual World's Biggest Fish Fry in Pans,
Tenn

Beane earns master of
science degree at West
Virginia University
MORGANTOWN. W.Va
Nathan Beane of Mount ?shafts. Pa reLently earned his
111.1Sief of science degree in

Mb.
Nathan Beane

Tours planned Friday
Murray Calloway County Area Technology Center, 1800
Sycamore St., Murray, will be conducting tours all day on Friday for the freshmen from Calloway County High School. An
invitation is extended for any of the parents who would like
to tour the school with their student. For information call 7531870.

4-H

Council to
Calloway County 4-H
in room 12 of Westside
go to the side door at
porch.

forestry from West Virginia University. He is pursuing a doctorate in forest resources science with an emphasis on red
spruce ecology and restoration
at the university.
Beane is a MX) graduate
of El Dorado High School.
Eldorado. Ark., and has an
associate of arts degree from
South Arkansas Community
College in Eldorado and a
bachelor of science degee in
forestry from the University of
Arkanas. Monticelloi.
He is married to Heather
Jacobs Beane from Pine Bluff.
Ark . and is the son of Randy
and Janet Beane of El Dorado.
Beane is the grandson of
Bertha Beane of Murray. Ky
and Hatel Griffith of El Dorado Ile has one brother. Daniel
Beane of San Antonio, Texas

Blood drive on Sunday
A Blood Drive for Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood.
Bank will be Sunday from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Christian"
Life Center of First United Methodist Church. For information
call Melissa Easley at 753-8096.
Safe Boating Class on Saturday
Safe Boating Class will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ. This sponsored by U.S.
Coast Guard Auxiliary. For information call 75,3-4934 or 1270-354-9966.
Pilot) provosts
GUEST SPEAKER: Anica Smith, Coordinator for Calloway
Adult and Family Education center, spoke recently to the
Kiwanis Club of Murray. She shared that 21 percent of the
residents in Calloway County do not have a high school diploma. GED classes are offered at their facility located in the
Murray Business Center on Hwy 641. "CAFE" is a United
Way of Murray-Calloway County Agency. If interested in
enrolling in a class or volunteenng, contact Smith at 7595525. The Kiwanis Club now meets at Ryan's Family Steak
House at noon on Thursdays. For more information contact
Brenda Call at 753-7870.

Higher total rainfall recorded for January
Rainfall of 4 49 inches was
Ft:L(4417d lot the month of Jan.
limy. according to figures
released by John id Scott,
• U. IU MO MN P

014 on Jan 13. .19 on Jan
17. 17 on Jan 22. .03 on Jan
24 and 26 and 1.54 on Jan
29 Thunder was reported on
Jan It and 10
Snow fell on Jan. 16 and
Jan 22 but melted as it fell.

and rain froze on the ground
on Jan. 26.
The high temperature for
the month was 67 degrees on
Jan. 6 and the low was 10
degrees on Jan. 20.

ServiceNews
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Thomas to be deployed for service in Iraq

ler r
A111 1 IN Trion

Command Sgt. Major D. Jay
Thomas of the 530th Military
Police Battalion, Omaha. Neb
has been deployed to Iraq for

moltil'ijir

sees ICC

tSt.i.i I inneti
.iijrcn

local official weather observer
The average for January of
2007 was 3.84 inches.
Rainfall for January 2008
was recorded at .19 on Jan
5. 1.30 on Jan. 8..96 on Jan.IQ

On Jan 19. the 530th had
their farewell ceremony at
Rellcsiic Christian Center,

I 'c-.11 :••••
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Si :..•...114

M.. 1

meet today
Council will meet today at 5:30 p.a1.:'
Baptist Church. Persons are asked tO:
the church under the drive through:

Bellevue. Neb.
Those from Murray attending the ceremony were his
wife. Stacey Thomas, his son.
Zachary, his daughter. Aubrey.
his mother. Gloria Thomas, and
his grandmother. Irene Ray
Woods, all of Murno

Motorcross racing Saturday
Motorcross racing will be Saturday at West Kentucky Exposition Ctnter, Murray. Amateur race will be at 10 a.m. and
Pro Race at 7:30 p.m. Admission will be charged. For information call 1-210-619-7011.
DAR will host luncheon
The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will host a luncheon at noon on Saturday at August Moon Restaurant to honor the 2008 DAR Good
Citizen Award winners, Maria Sarah James, Murray High School,
and Tatum Elizabeth Dale, Calloway County High School.
Wilma Beatty and Roberta Whitley will be hostesses. Members and prospective members are invited to attend.
Tea for Henson couple Saturday
A household tea for Jackie and Lisa Henson will be Saturday from 1 to 5 p.m. at the South Marshall Missionary Baptist Church, located on Old Liberty Schoolhouse Road. The
couple lost their home by fire on Jan. 24. For more information call 437-3096.
Shriners Bingo Friday
Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday
at 6:30 at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray
Proceeds help support many local and Shnne charitable activities.
Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fnday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. For more
information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at
753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 ore-mail glory-bound@hotmailcom
Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a nde call 753-1834.
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TOPS

will meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter *469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library as the library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.
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Would like to announce the
newest member of their team
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Beginning Wednesday, Feb 13th
Call Today and Schedule An Appointment
With "Heather K "

759-1112
'Wed -Fr; 930a m 530p m
506 N. 12th Street• Mum

D. Jay Thomas

Kipphut
named to
list at Elon
Allison Joy
F.LON. NC
Kipphut daughter of George
Kipphut of Murray. Ky. and
Lorilyn Howie-Kipphui of
Argenta. 111., has been named
to the President's list for the
2007 fall semester at Elon University.
The list is composed of students who had no grade below
an A- in a minimum of 12
semster hours.
Kipphut was a 2004 graduate of Murray High School.

Shrine meeting tonight
Murray Shnne Club and Laides of The Nile will meet
tonight at 630 at the Shnne Club facility on Ky. 121 North.
All members and prospective members are invited. A meal will
be served.
Baseball team plans promotion
Murray Diamond Dawgs Baseball team will have a rebate
night tonight from 5 to close at Mr Gatti's.
Soccer Association plans registration
Murray-Calloway County Soccer Association will have registration for the coming season at the Calloway County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. Dates for registration will
be today from 5 to 9 and on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
For more information call Sheltie at 753-8962 or visit the
website at www.beecreek.org

will meet

Narcotics Anonymous
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m and
Tuesday and Thursday at p.m at 1628 West Main St. Murray, next to St John's Episcopal Church For information call
753-8419 or 1477-447-2004.

Calloway County Middle
Schools has released the honor
roll for the second nine weeks
of school as follows:
Names marked with
made all A's.
SIXTH GRADE
Parker Elliott Adams, Benjamin Charles Allen, *Michael
Todd Arnett, *Ins Mercedes
Avila, *Laiken Alysse Balmer,
William Chase Barrow, *Cody
Lane Bergmen, *Joseph Levi
Briggs, Michael Christopher
Broh, *Hunter Brent Bucy,
*Thomas
D.
Canning,
Bernadette Nicole Chadwick,
*Darrah Janesse Clark, *Madison Raye Connell, Lauren
Caylie Cox, *Tristan Robert
Crady, Elizabeth Oaks Crass,
Kennady Anne Crass, DarShaye
A. Davenport, *Lorynn Paige
Deltz, Rebecca Leigh Downey,
Codey Lee Dumas,
Photo provided
Jeremy W. Duncan, Trey
TRIVIA NIGHT WEEK: Mayor Pro-tern Danny Hudspeth,
Franklin Duncan, Sarai Marie
seated, signs the proclamation for Trivia Night Week in Dunn, *Samuel Hudson Elliott,
Murray. Pictured are, from left, Candace Dowdy, secretary of Callie Ray Emerson, *Logan
the Murray Main Street Board of Directors, and Roger Chandler Enoch, *Landon Tyler
Reichmuth, president. This Saturday's Trivia Night event is a Fike, Austin Fish Ford, William
fundraiser for the organization. Murray Main Street is cele- Lane Fuqua, Jacob Tanner Garbrating its 10th year with the mission of historic preservation land, Kelcey LeAnn Gamer,
Elizabeth
Green,
and revitalization of the downtown area. Certified by the state Raegan
*Alexander Garth Lambert Guland nationally, the award-winninng program and attendant lixson, Jordan Leigh Hepner,
grants have resulted in more than a $9.5 million economic Katherine Linn Herndon, Regan
impact in the downtown area since 1998.
Nicole Storm Hinson, Jessica
Sue Hiter, Kacy Michelle Horton, *Haley LeeAnne Hounshell, Sarah Nicole Houston,
Humphrey,
Victoria
Lee
*Bokyung Anna Kim, Darren
Craig Lamb,
,•Writer's Potpourri will be
for
Jennifer Lynn Larose, Daisy
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
And love is what I give
Marie Lowe, *Courtney ElizAnd I will love you darCalloway
abeth Martin, Jacob Raymond
ling
County
Kyle Martin, Tanner Chase
As long as we both live.
Public
McClure, Morgan Lynn McCoy,
Library. All
*Michael Daniel McGee, Roger
Holiday Love
interested
Michael McIntosh, Amber
By Michael J. Inman
writers are
Lynne Miller, Jamie Lee Moore,
It will soon be
invited.
Haley Renee Morton, *Sydney
Valentine's Day,
Wilma J.
Marie Murphy, Marco R.
and it seems
Sanders,
O'Bryan, Amber Lynn Parker,
kinda funny.
Devyn Brooke Poston, Robert
Because it is the
F. Pruitt, Kailey Ann Ray,
only holiday
Nathan Daniel Rister, *Erica
that your honey,
Beth Rogers, *Erica Marie
some of
would rather get
Rogers, *Osvaldo Rojas, Allithe poems
chocolates or love
son Marie Salazar, *Christowritten by
rather than money.
pher Dain Satterwhite,
participants
Heather Shawn Schmitt,
Special Friends
*Summer Nicole Simmons,
By Stephanie Cunningham
Malayna C. Smothermon,
Loves Flight
From the worker who
Nicholas Wayne Snodgrass,
By Dorothy Locke Inman
greets you at the door
Auston Bradley Snyder, Bradley
My love for you
who also works in
Ian Stokes, *Tyler Keith Stone,
takes flight,
cosmetics, to the lady
Kaytlin Michelle Thompson,
- like an Eagle
by the counter by the
Marissa L. Tyson, Emily Claire
soaring high.
door
Vasterline, Phillip William
Around the world
to the lady who works
Vilardo, Taylor Lea Wallace,
it goes.
in photos. They always
Sierra Jade Warford, Dylan
Spreading its wings
have
Anthony Warmack, *Destiny
into the blue sky.
a friendly "Hi- when you
L. Wendling, Katelyn Ann
Flying so freely
come
White, *Justin Aden Wilhelm,
,• as it circles
in. When you are a no
*Eric Scott Winker, Whitney
• the globe.
show
Nicole Workman and Kelsey
• The love I send
they wonder where you
Renee Yearry.
-. to you.
are.
SEVENTH GRADE
Merits to me.
Becausew, they are more
*Jeremy Allen Addison,
It's on its way
than
Zachariah
Jordan
Baker,
back home.
workers at a store. They
Nicholas Evan Betts, Alyssa
My love for you is
are
Nicole
Bogard, *Kristina
always free,
also my friends!
Louann Bohannon, Tyler Ray
.. no matter where
Brandsasse, Anna Marie BrasI may roam.
Our Family
hear, *Miranda Rae Braun, ShaBy LaShell Jones
nia Dawn Bridges, *Jacob Lee
My Forever Love
Our family will fight
Burkeen, Chantry Allen CarBy Wilma J. Sanders
Our family will disagree
roll. Kristen Michelle Clayton.
It's not that your tall and
Buet we love each other
*Leeandra B. Cleaver, *Aaron
strong
and we support each other Lee Collie, Timothy Dalton
With sparkling eyes of
and strive for what we
Ray Cooksey, Elizabeth Claire
blue
believe.
Courtney, Danielle Ann Crouch,
For when you're weak or
Allie Leigh Daniel, Jordan Taylame
Until They're Gone
lor Dawson, *Courtney Bree
My darling it's still you
By Deborah Holt Hale
Dick, *Allia Marie Earick, JenIt's not the gifts you give
Thank you for the little
nifer Lynn Edwards,
me
things
Tavionne Javonte Malique
From the sweetness of
We so often take for
Elam, Kelly Carissa Elkins,
your heart
*Courtney Alyssa Farmer, Jesgranted.
It's that you're here
and simply just ignore
sica Ann Foster, Ronald Bo
beside me
French, Bailey Alan Futrell,
Until
we
look
around
will
not
And your love
Tara Breanne Garland, Kennedy
And we don't have them
depart
Brooke Garrison, *Kayla ElizFor love is what I long

Writer's Potpourri to be
this Saturday at library

abeth Grady, *Tyler Ross Greer,
Victoria Elizabeth Hat's, KayIan Roe Hall, *Megan Laurel
Harper, Ashley Nicole Harpole,
Kaitlyn Grace Harris, *Hailey
Brooke Harrison, Benjamin
Wade Hartline, 'Gabrielle
Nicole Hill, *Faith Nicole
Hooper, Kaylee Anne Ingram,
Austin Chandler Jackson, Dylan
Michael Johnson-Knaup,
Johnathon Edward Jones,
Kelsey Len Kelly, *Rosa Kim,
*Hope Anna Lamb, Laken
Nicole Lee, Abel David Lewis
Jr., *Destinie Rose Lincoln,
*Darien Brooke Maness, Arista
Morgan Manning, Breanna
Paige Manus, *Nathaniel Evan
Maxwell, Sullivan Lyn McCalIon, Kirstie Kayann McClard,
*Amy
Marie
McDougal,
*Diedre
Marie
McHenry,
Matthew Gregory McReynolds,
Alexandria May Mehr, Dana
Reagan Meredith, *Simon
David Mikulcik, Adyn Reece
Milam, *Travis Lee Miles,
Heather Lynn Miller, Michelle
Dawn Milligan,
*Madison Alexandria Mize,
*Hannah Rose O'Bryan, Keisha
Nicole Orr, *Lee Ann Orr,
Dakota Brooke Parrish, *Hugh
William Paschall, Dugan Ott
Pearson, James David Revell,
Audrey Leann Roberts, Elizabeth Kathleen Roberts, DeeAnna Elizabeth Robinson,
Austin Shayne Rogers, Autumn
Brooke Rogers, Haley Elizabeth Rogers, Rachel Jean Ross,
*Montana Nicole Pearl RowCharlene
land,
Michaela
Rudolph, Abbigail Lynn Rushing, Taylor Brooke Schaaf,
*Tyler Wade Schanbacher.
Katie Ann Shinkle, Destiny
Michelle Skinner, Jacquelyn
Jana Smith, *Bethany Jean
Street, Morgan Elise Stubblefield, Laiken Nicole Tabers.
Sarah Elizabeth Taylor, Courtney Lynn Thompson, *Megan
Elizabeth Sharon' Tremblay.
*Erin Nicole Tubbs, Kathryn
Elizabeth Tucker, Jesse Robert
Vaught, *Katlin Aline Walker.
Devon Thomas Warmack.
*Steven Powell West, Clint
Austin Wilson and Meagan Kay
Winder.
EIGHTH GRADE
Kayla Marie Adams, Christina Laurisa Joanne Bailey, *Keeley Rae Barow, *Ashley Lauren Benson, *Mogan Breanna
Bethel, Billy Gene Black, Emily
Michelle Blair, *Emily Christine Bloemer, Abigail Joan
Bourland, *Julie Lyn Boyken,
*Sabrina Elizabeth Brewer,

*Shaun Patrick Brown, Jessica Ann Butler, Ryan Thomas
Butler, *Logan Joshua Canter,
Jordan Lee Carr, *Michael
Patrick Chadwick, Codie Lee
Clark, *Hannolore Louise
Clause, Katlyn Jean Cook,
*Charles Gentry Courtney, Clint
Alan Craig, Jerry Cullen
Crouch,
Emily Carol Crouse, *Alyssa
Grace Cunningham, Zachary
Lance Cunningham, Alexandria
Brooke Davis, *Christina Lorraine Dean, Kristen Leigh Dennis, Grant Shelton Dixon,
Aleisha Faye Doughty, Jacob
Neal Doughty, *Timothy Lee
Dowdy, Nicholas Kordell Duncan, Dylan Patrick Dwyer,
Adam Daniel Eckels, Ty Allen
Eldridge, *Corey Grey Evans,
Joseph B. Farley, *Zachary
Ryan Fortenbery, Joshua Christian Friedrich, *Abby Michelle
Futrell, *Taylor Grace Futrell,
*Neely KayAnn Gallimore,
John Russell Garland, Austin
Dale Gamer,
*Michael Hunter Garrison,
Kristen Ann Gee, *Kelsie Paige
*Haley
Addison
Gibson,
Gilbert, *Jay Lewis Green,
Whitney Samone Greene, Destiny S. Grooms, *Ashley Carolyn Gullixson, Dera Rose Hale,
*Daniel
Thomas
Harper,
*Joseph Byron Harrison, *Safiah Seid Hassan, Morgan Christine Hillman, Nicklas Alexander
Holt, Chelsea
Rae
Holzschuh, Audra Anne Hopkins, Logan Ryan Jackson,
Calvert James Johnson, Sarah

Christine Jones, *Makayla Jade
Kim,*Tanner Alan Kirby, Charity Kathy Lamb, *Kevin Scott
Lamb, Ryan Blain Litchfield,
*Jessica Michelle Lowe,
*Cheyenne Maddox, Summer
Renee
Manning,
Darian
Michael Allen McCallister,
Chelsea Paige Mc-Callon, Erin
Margaret McCallon,*Cara Lynnette Meredith, Crystal Man alt Millard, Austin Lee Mitchusoil, Sarah Michelle Moore,
*Kara Ruth Mosley, Taylor Landon Nesbitt, Zachary Gage Orr.
Courtney Justice Owen, Travis
Glenn Palmer, Tonya Denise
Parker, *Jared William Paschall,
Lyndsey Paige Paschall, Jaclin
Jane Patterson, Megan Brooke
Pittenger, James Tyler Pittman,
Lucero Ponce, *Jared Tyler Ray,
Jessica Faye Reiter,
Daphne Danielle Reynolds,
Jacob Glen Reynolds, Allison
Story Rogers, *Garrett Clark
Schwettman, Amy Fay Scull,
*Christopher Dylan Sheridan,
*Taylor Courtney Sheridan,
Myranda Carol Skinner, Kaycee
Lea Smith, Taylor Nicole
Stallings, *Gina Lafaye Stenberg, Melody Ann Stephens,
Daniel Edward Stokes, Joseph
Lee Villeneuve, *Sarah Elizabeth Wade, Alexis Renae Watson, *Katrina M. Weatherford,
Joshua M. Weber, Harmon
Marie Wilson, *Karlee Morgan Wilson, *Lauren Marie Wilson, Marissa Carinne Wilson,
Ashleigh Michele Wolfe, Dannis Lee Ylitalo and Caleb N.
Young.

Book Your Couples Massage Today!
For Your Valentine's Day Treat!
Gih Certifiates
11
r 1111:

Alailabki r

Call(270)767-076C 1,= make ,'our appointment today

um Ittoff
s.wciileent
YA-m,,,„Trus

Fit 9 a.m.-5 p
Sal 8am.-2 p.m.
1307 Jettison fitsid • Wray

S & R's Bargain Outlet
Groceries and More

Jar Baby Food
Good Start Supreme
Infant Formula

3for $100

Hamburger Helper
Canned Veggies

3for

Pacific Chei Green Tea 10 oz. Dry
Canned Evaporated Milk

.

$100

.$1 50

2 for $100

Breakfast Bars 6-8 ct.
Capri Sun
What better way than with a
piece of fine jewelry.
New shipment has arrived
just in time for Valentine's Day!

25

10 pk

Taco Bell Microwavable Dip
Panteene Pro-V Hair Products
L'eggs Pantyhose
Crest Toothpaste
AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!!
408 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071
270-753-4663

107 S. 4th Street, Murray
270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Closed Sat & Sun.

In the old Vaught's Furniture Building
Next to Pizza Hut 8, El Mariachi Loco

Murray Ledger & 'Times
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MAG awarded grant funds
r

FRANKFORT. Ky. — Arts
leaders from across the commonwealth came to Frankfort
today to celebrate the yalue of
the arts and meet with their
legislators. Dunng this time.
Sen. Ken Winters. R-Murray.
and Rep. Melvin Henley.DMutray. presented J check to
Board Vice President Denise
Knoche! ot Murray An Guild
for its 2taik Fiscal Year General Operating Support Grant.
In J uly of 2007. the Murray Art Guild was awarded
$2.149 by the Kentucky Arts
Council, funded through federal and state resources.
'The support of the Kentucky
.Arts Council allows the Murray An Guild to realize its
goals of ptoviding a venue for
area artists to work and learn
as well as to display their
work It also enhances the wider
community as that support
allows the Guild to host public exhibitions. community
hands on experiences as well
as educational opportunities in
visual an.- said %%inters
Slurray Art Godd is
truly a ,inuntinny ()ream/awn. as it nurtures the creative
.4:es and
de%
ranges of abiltt!. I he creativC
experience is pet sonal and UM
sersal at the same time. it benefits the individual and the
alike The oppor0,111111111111
tunities pr“ Islid by the Guild
allow so 111.1I1 fin:4 TIC hi

MSU to present 'Star
Spangled Salute'
The Murray State University Department of Theatre and".
Dance will be presenting its annual children's show Feb..-.
11-14 in Lovett Auditorium. "Star Spangled Salute" by
Aruad Harris is the selected show this year, showcasing
patriotic songs and bringing audiences a history lesson with
a small cast of five and an accompanist.
Aruad Harris was a prolific and much-performed playwright who wrote more that 50 plays, many of which,
became classics in the children's repertory. They include"Androcles and the Lion," a comedy first performed in
1963 and translated into 10 languages. Among Mr. Harris'
other favorites were "Steel Away Home," "Yankee Doodle,"
"A Toby Show." "The Arkansaw Bear" and "The Orphan
Train." In 1976, Mr. Harris was the first playwright for
children to receive a Creative Writing Fellowship from the
National Endowment for the Arts.
"Star Spangled Salute" Feb. 11 7:30 p.m. and Feb. 12
12:30 p.m. performances are for the general public. Adult
tickets are $5 and children tickets for ages 4-16 are $2
each. Murray State students are admitted free with a student ID.
The Feb. 12 9:30 a.m. and Feb. 13-14 performances are
reserved for local schools.

Photo provided

Melvin
Pictured from left are Murray Art Guild Board Vice President Denise Knoebel, Rep.
Henley. Arts Council Board Member Wilma Brown and Arts Council Executive Director Lori
Meadows Not pictured is Sen. Ken Winters.
nence the positive benefits of Council provide operational merce Cabinet, creates opporto
the arts. whether that is as an funding assistance on a com- tunities for Kentuckians
benand
in
participate
value,
cularts
and
to
basis
artist in the act of creating a petitive
for
painting or a handwoven rug. tural. organizations and com- efit from the arts. Funding
is
Arts
Council
Kentucky
the
ensure
to
programs
arts
munity
finds
who
public
or th'e general
a deeper understanding losterd that year-round participation in provided by the Kentucky State
hy the appreciation of those the arts is available to people Legislature and the National
Endowment for the Arts, which
across Kentucky.
creations," said Henley.
The Kentucky Arts Coun- believes that a great nation
General Operating Support
grants from the Kentucky Arts cil, a state agency in the Corn- deserves great art.
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270.450.4444
thecarsoncenter.org
Photo provided

Carson Center

Choir, under the direction of Director
MSU CONCERNT CHOIR PERFORMS TONIGHT: The Murray State University Concert
In-Service of the Kentucky Music
2008
the
during
concert
invitational
an
present
will
Almguist,
of Choral Activities, Dr Bradley
in Louisville. The choir was
Center
Educators Association The concert will be held in the Kentucky International Convention
The choir will also perprocess
audition
a
blind
through
state
the
around
from
selected by a panel of choral Music educators
19
Feb
Ky
Owensboro.
in
School
High
form at Apollo

etmaster

SupporbN by the
MSU student Carer
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Slam Duncan

TOMMY DILLARD /
Ledger & Times
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SPORTS

New Murray High
School head football
coach Steve Duncan
addresses a press
conference at the
MHS library
Wednesday
afternoon. Duncan, a
Murray State graduate, returns to Murray after coaching
stops at Fort Knox,
Larue County, Elizabethtown and, most
recently, Lone Oak.

LONE OAK COORDINATOR NEXT HEAD COACH AT MHS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Steve Duncan is used to the bright
lights of state championship football,
and the new Murray High School head
coach doesn't expect that to change as
he takes the reins in Tigertown.
Duncan was announced as the new
football coach of the Tigers in a press
conference at MHS Wednesday afternoon, where he spoke to football players, supporters of the program, school
officials and members of the media.
A graduate of Murray State, Duncan
makes his return to Murray after leaving his position as defensive ebordinator at Lone Oak High School, where he

RACER FOOTBALL

helped lead the Purple Flash to a berth
in the Class 4A state title game this fall.
He said he hopes to bring the same
work ethic and winning attitude to
Murray that helped his Lone Oak team
become so successful.
"I've been to the state championship
and we had one player that weighed
over 200 pounds. One player. But all of
those players had hearts that probably
weighed 190 pounds," he said. "We've
got to have dreams, and along with that
we have to have great work ethic and
great attitude."
His time at Lone Oak isn't Duncan's
only experience at the state championship level. Duncan started his coach-

ing career as an assistant at Fort Knox
High School under Kentucky Hall of
Fame coach Joe Jaggers. During his six
years at Fort Knox, he helped his team
to two Class 2A state title victories and
one runner-up.
Duncan left Fort Knox for Lame
County High School, where he helped
the Hawks to their' first-ever region
title. After four years at Larue, he then
became an assistant at Elizabethtown
High, where his teams advanced
beyond the first round of the playoffs in
each of Duncan's five years on the job.
His hiring at Murray marks
Duncan's first head coaching position,
U See DUNCAN,28

2008 KHSAA STATE SWIMMING AND DIVING MEET

Griffin reels in third
class at Murray State
4)08 MARKS COACH'S SMALLEST,
1‘10ST FUTURE-ORIENTED CLASS
Ety TOMMY DILLARD
rts Writer
This winter has been nothing
1 e the previous two for Matt
'ffin.
oinstead of recruiting players
ttstep in and contribute to his
oft/gram right away, the Murray
Slate head football coach was
able to focus entirely on the
tire with a recruiting class, a
Itriury which he hasn't had since
tryerhauling the program prior to
tlie 2006-07 season.
7,4inlike his first two classes,
(14ffin said Wednesday morning
*hopes to redshirt all of his
recruiting class unless
tli@ ability proves otherwise.
:.The class was also Griffin's
llest. Only 14 players inked
names to play at MUMMY
on National Signing Day.
"It allowed us to really spend
more time with each one
vidually," Griffin said.
Very kid we signed here had
Jtitast one other offer and that's
txpc an automatic for us. I'll offer
Sd that has no offers if we like
Ittai because we like him for a

r.

2008 Racer Signees
Durron Bailey
6-6. 210. WA, Memphis, Tenn
Tyler Bray
6-3, 285, 01, Cocoa, Fla
Jamal Crook
6-1 230, LB. Tampa. Fla
Dexter Dumont*
5-11, 200. DB. Ft Campbell Ky
Tyler Evans
6-2. 300. DL, Tampa, Fla
Lamar Hall
5-9, 180, ATH, Si Petersburg, Fla
Andy Mahoney
6-2. 290. OL. Lexington Ky
Josh McWhener
6-1, 215, LB. Ft Campbell, Ky
Michael Ogbevoen
6-1. 205, LB. Humble . Texas
Brock Ryckickl
6-2, 275, Oi.., Venice, Fla
Lamar Thous
6-2. 300, DL, Pans. Tenn
Jordan Toler
6-1. 290. DL. Alpharetta. Ga
Roderick Tomlin
6-5. 285, 01_ Jackson, Tenn
Ja-Venta TrotNy
••11". /75! WR. St Petersburg. Fla

Tampa, Fla., and 6-foot-1, 205pound Michael Ogbevoen, out
of Humble, Texas.
"We signed a couple of linebackers I'm thrilled with," he
said. "Michael Ogbevoen and
Jamal Crook are guys that could
compete from day one. We'll see
when they get here. They cerriffin said his main goal in tainly have the ability."
qv-tilting was to bolster depth
On the offensive line, the
o.:the offensive and defensive Racers inked four signees, all
faits, as well as at the inside listed above 275 pounds —
*backer position and in the Tyler Bray (Cocoa, Fla.),
,Nondary, goals he said he Lexington Catholic standout
rtrYieves were accomplished by Andy Mahoney, Brock Rydecki
his latest class.
(Venice, Fla.). and Roderick
,..Griffin indicated he was Tomlin (Jackson, Tenn.).
e:specially pleased with his
Mahoney earned all-district
stgnees at the linebacker posi- and all-city accolades on his
tton, which included 6-foot-I, way to leading the Knights to a
.0-pound Jamal Crook, out of
I. See SIGNEES,28

Two FBS games
highlight schedule
RACERS WILL VISIT INDIANA,
WESTERN KENTUCKY IN 2008
By MSU Sports Information
• Murray State University head
coach
Matt
Griffin
has
iionounced the 2008 football
srhedule. The Racers will play
12 regular season games for the
first time since 2003 and the
sthedule features games against
PBS teams Indiana and Western
lentucky. MSU will also play
six games at Stewart Stadium.
For the second-straight year,
tbe season will get underway on
4 Thursday evening as the
Racers open the 2008 season at
lime against Lambuth on Aug.
ill. The contest will mark the
Itcond-straight season the two
tCams will meet. The Racers had
448-13 victory a season ago.
The Racers will play their
first road game of the season on
*pt. 6 as they travel to take on
Ihdiana out of the Big 10. The
Limiest will mark their first
fleeting on the gridiron. The
Hoosiers are coming off a very
emotional season that saw them
lbsc their head coach before the
season started and then go 7-5
kiting the regular season and
Appear in the Insight Bowl, their
(tic such bowl appearance since
tbe 1993 Independence Bowl.

2008 SCHEDULE

Murray State
DATE
8-28
9-6
9-13
9-20
9-27
10-4
10-11
10-18
11-1
11-8
11-15
11-22

OPPONENT
LAMBUTH
at Indiana
ILLINOIS STATE
at Western Kentucky
UT MARTIN
at Austin Peay
TENNESSEE TECH
at Jacksonville Slate
at Eastern Illinois
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI
at Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE STATE

MSU returns to Stewart
Stadium on Sept. 13 to play host
to Illinois State. The contest
marks the fourth-straight seasons the two teams have played.
The Redbirds. who are led by
former Racer head coach
Denver Johnson. are coming off
a season that saw them go 4-7
overall and 2-5 in the Gateway
Football Conference.
The Racers close out their
non-conference slate when they
take on former OVC rival
Western Kentucky on Sept. 20
in Bowling Green. The game
will mark the 67th meeting
between the two schools, but the
first since the squads met in the
2002 NCA A Playoffs. The
See SCHEDULE, 28

Courtesy of Krissy Zirbel

Murray High swimmers (from left) Shae McKinney, Anne Ferguson, Lauren Erickson and Caitlin Williams will become
the first swimmers to ever represent MHS at the state meet this weekend in Louisville. Williams qualified as an
individual in the 100 freestyle and the four will swim both the 200 freestyle relay and 400 freestyle relay.

Racing history

WILLIAMS, RELAY TEAM BECOME FIRST MHS SWIMMERS AT STATE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Like any competitor. Caitlin
I wanted future generations to be
Williams just wants to obtain
able to say, 'Well, Caitlin can do it, so let's set
every edge on her opponent she
possibly can.
the mark and get there too.'
The senior swimmer at
Murray High sometimes thinks
— Cartiin Williams
of ways she can intimidate
opposing swimmers prior to
MHS senior, who will swim in the 100 freestyle at the
meets, but this weekend, when
state meet in Louisville this weekend.
Williams becomes the first Tiger
swimmer ever to reach the State
races.
It's the second trip to a state
Championship as an individual,
Williams and the Tiger four- competition for MHS athletes in
her focus will be on something
some qualified for state at as many weeks. More historicalelse.
Regionals in Owensboro last ly, it's the first ever trip to state
"A lot of times in my races. I
weekend. Williams finished for the Murray swimming prothink of ways I can intimidate
in the 100-freestyle with gram — and the Tigers will be
fourth
my opponent when I'm behind
a time of 57.52 seconds. She represented in three events.
the block," she said, while takdidn't earn an automatic bid to
Coach John Wand, in his secing a break from practice at the
hospital wellness center pool state (those are reserved for the ond season instructing Murray
Wednesday afternoon. "Now top two in each region), but her swimmers, said the trip to state
time was good enough to earn is the product of tangible goalI'm trying to think of ways not
her one of 16 at-large invitations setting and a lot of hard work on
to be intimidated myself."
Williams is one of four to swim the 100-free at the the part of his students.
Ralph Wright Natatdrium in
"When we set a goal of being
Murray swimmers who are makLouisville.
able to go to state this year, it
ing the trek to Louisville this
At-large bids are awarded was all of us putting our heads
weekend_for the state meet, and
based on times throughout the together with what we thought
the only one who will be comstate, however, which left we could achieve," he said.
peting in an individual event —
Williams wondering after the "These kids put such a great
the 100 freestyle.
race whether she would make effort into this whole season to
She will be accompanied by
the cut.
make this come true and I'm
her relay team — juniors
"Going into Regionals. I really happy for them."
ShaeLea McKinney and Anne
knew I had a chance but it was
Going into Regionals. Wand
Ferguson and eighth-grader
still up in the air," she said. predicted the 400-freestyle relay
Lauren Erickson. Together,
"When I saw my time. I figured would need to knock off seven
they'll take on top squads from
I had a really good chance, but it to eight seconds to qualify for
across Kentucky in the 200just depended on what other state and the 200 needed to
meter and 400-meter freestyle
people around the state did."
shave three to four seconds, both

di

yy

of which were accomplished.
Both relays reached their best
times of the season.
"We've never sent anybody
to state from Murray High and
we set the goal not really thinking it would happen," relay
swimmer Anne Ferguson said.
"But to actually achieve this is
pretty cool."
For Williams, the dream of
going to state began at last
year's Regionals, where she
came up just short of the qualifying time.
"I always kind of had it in the
back of my mind," she said. "At
the end of Regionals last year,
Coach John was like 'We're
gonna get you to state.' I always
kind of laughed it off like he was
crazy — we all did. But when!
saw that I was a couple of tenths
of a second away from getting
the at-large time, I was like,
'Wow, maybe I can actually
achieve this.—
The hope had been planted,
but the work hadn't yet been put
in for Williams going into this
season. But coming off her senior year of soccer, in which the
Lady Tigers' season ended all
too abruptly in the district tournament, it hit Williams that her
time at Murray High was dwindling, as were her chances to
leave her mark on the school.
"When something ends like
61 See TIGERS,20
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From Page 1B
that, it's really sobering." she
said. "So coming into swimming, I immediately thought,
what's my legacy going to be?
To be the first person from not
only MHS but from our county
to go, I knew that would be my
utmost goal.
"I wanted future generations
to be able to say, 'Well, Caitlin
can do it, so let's set the mark
and get there too.—
Unlike many of the athtetes
she'll face this weekend.
Williams isn't just a swinuner.
She'll be attending Georgetown
College in the fall, where she'll
play soccer, and has left her
mark on MHS in many more
ways than just in the pool.
was
Academically, she
among the top three in her senior
class, served as president of
Student Council and was a U.S.
ambassador to the International
Tommy DiLLARD Ledger & Times
Space School.
Murray High's 2008 basketball homecoming court takes a break to pose in the school's
With a bright future awaiting
Taylor
Camee
Crass,
Catherine
Brown,
Lashae
left)
(From
afternoon.
lobby Wednesday
Williams has plenty of time
her.
to
prior
night
Friday
and Courtney Billington. MHS Homecoming festivities will take place
pursuits. But for one
other
for
the Tigers' and Lady Tigers district basketball games with Marshall County at Tiger
more weekend, her focus will be
to
Gymnasium. The crowning of the queen will take place at 5:45 p.m., 15 minutes prior
set solely on swimming. While
the individual accomplishment
tip-off of the girls' game.
is nice, she says she enjoys relay
competition the most.
"We do different things
before our relay that are kind of
said. "From coaching in other resigned to take a job as second- rituals." she said. "We always
From Page 1B
knew the ary coach at his alma mater. pray before each relay, we do a
sorrietlifil tic ...id he has been parts of the state. I
High Harding University in Searcy. little handshake-thing we call
Murray
reputation
of
kind
seeking lot several years.
Ark.
the explosion and then we give
school
Your
places.
other
in
has
"This is something I've
Murray Independent School each other energy shots to get
is known for its
prayed about for a long time.- and our school
of excellence in aca- District superintendent Bob each other pumped up."
. he said. -I'd been very content tradition
The Tiger swimmers likely
athletics. It is rich in Rogers said Duncan was the
and
demics
being an assistant coach. hut
When you go some- unanimous selection of the hir- won't need energy shots to get
God definitely put lion my heart influence.
you're from ing board, which was headed by them pumped up this time.
to become a head coach and 1 where and you say
They'll swim in the preliminarimpresses MHS principal Teresa Speed.
that
High.
Murray
started working that direction
Duncan will begin meeting ies on Friday, and if they finish
the state of
in
people
other
here
down
me
brought
He
and
with players individually during in the top eight of 24. they'll
Kentucky.where I'd been before."
next week and will travel advance to Saturday.
the
part
been
has
Duncan
While
Duncan met his wife at
According- to the numbers,
football tra- between Lone Oak and Murray
winning
of
building
a
earning
while
Murray State
remainder of the school Murray has the best chance of
the
for
said
he
schools,
other
at
ditions
bachelor's degree in elementary
advancing to the championship
for him to inher- year.
education at MSC. He later the opportunity
He and his wife. Fonda. are round in the 400-yard freestyle
protradition-rich
already
an
it
from
Master's
earned his
gram was one he.had to jump at. the parents of five children. The relay. The Tigers' time of
Western Kentucky University.
"There's been some great couple's oldest sort. Zipp 4:01.06 ranks them 18th in the
In 1495, he was named the
here," he said. "There's Duncan, currently starts as an state.
coaches
of
Fellowship
Kentucky
for the
Murray's 200-yard relay time
tradition in Murray. 1 offensive guard
football
a
Christian Athletes Coach of the
Their of 1:49.98 ranks them 24th in
Kentucky.
of
University
Oak,
where
Lone
from
came
just
Year and in 2000 was recoga tradition this year. oldest daughter attended UK on that category and Williams' time
nized as the Hardin County we just built
started the tradi- a full academic scholarship. at Regionals earned her 23rd.
we
it.
is
This
Secondary
Conservation
They also have a son who is a
For Williams, her goal is to
tion_ Here, there is tradition."
leacher of the Year.
at Lone Oak. a son who is make it to the second day in at
senior
a
from
chosen
was
Duncan
his
personal
In addition to
12 of a freshman and will attend least one event. But if that doesconnections to Murray, Duncan pool of 21 applicants.
from out of state Murray High and a daughter n't come to fruition, consider
said it was the tradition and rep- which came
within the who is a sixth-grader and will her legacy firmly intact regardutation of the school that led him and nine from
less.
attend Murray Middle.
th.
Commonweal
to return to his old stomping
Rogers indicated Duncan
"I want to drop another secThe position had been vacant
grounds
former will he assigned to a teaching ond off my time,- she said. "It's
when
17,
Dec.
since
he
lob."
"ibis was a dream
my first opportunity to swim the
head coach Lee Edwards position at a later date.
100 freestyle fresh in a meet. It's
going to be tough. but if I could
make it to the second day of
swimming, it'd be incredible.
But no matter what happens, the
season's ending really sweetly.-

•Duncan

riHaverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 1 2t St • Murray KY • 153-34'
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
National Basketball Association
By The Associated Press
AM Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
LPct GB
W
—
37 9 804
Boston
3
729
13
35
Detroit
32 19 627 7 1,2
Orlando
27 20 57410 1/2
Clawiliand
26 21 55311 1/2
Toronlo
14
24 24 500
Washington
21 24 46715 1,2
Atlanta
20 29 40618 12
hare Jersey
19
20 30 400
Indiana
19
19 29 396
Chicago
19 30 38819 1 2
Pheadelphis
20
19 31 380
Milwaukee
18 31.36720 1/2
Charlotte
1/2
3626624
14
York
New
9 38 19128 1/2
66arn.
WESTERN CONFERENCE
LPcl GO
W
—
34 15 694
Phoenix
33 15 688 1/2
Daaas
33 15688 1/2
New Orleans
2
31 16660
San Antonio
31 17 646 21/2
L A Lakers
32 18640 2 1/2
Utah
29 19604 4 1/2
Denver
29 19804 4 1/2
Golden State
28 20 583 5 1/2
Houston
28 20 583 5 1/2
Portland
22 25 468 11
Sacramento
15 31 32617 1/2
L A Clippers
13 35 27120 1/2
Memphis
21
13 36 265
Seattte
23
10 37 213
Minnesota

Tuesday a Games
Cleveland 114 Boston 113
San Antonio 116 Indiana 89
Ptirlactelphia 101. Washington 96
LA Leiters 105 New Jersey 90
Mihvaukee 102 Memphis 97
Wednesday's Garnes
Orlando 100 New Jersey,84
Atlanta 98. L A LAWNS 95
San Antonio 85. Washington 77
Detroit 101> Miami 95
Indiana 103. New York 100
Boston 111, LA Clappers 100
Dallas 107, Milwaukee 96
Utah 118 Denver 115.01
New Orleans 132, Phoenix 130, 20T
Portland 100 Chicago 97
Seethe 105 Sacramento 92
Thursday's Games
Miami at Philadelphia, 7 pm
Cleveland at Houston 8 p m
Chicago at Golden State 10 30 p.m
Fridays Games
LA Lakers at Orlando. 7 p m.
LA clippers at Toronto. 7 pm.
New Jersey at Charlotte. 7 p.m.
Cleveland at Atlanta. 7 30 p.m.
San Antonio at New York, 7:30 p.m
Boston at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Portland at Detroit, 8 p.m.
Memphis at Dallas. 8:30 p.m.
Seattle at Phoenix. 9 p.m_
Utah at Sacramento. 10 p.m.
Washington at Denver, 10:30 p.m.

•Signees

FOOD
GIANT 4
S at
a

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER • MURRAY • 753-8322

Fresh Whole
BBQ Chicken
(ALY

6

ea.

Right Off
the Grill!,
Whole
Boston Butts

Boneless
Pork Chop
Sandwich

2,5
Hot &
Tender
Pork BBQ
By The Pound
$6 lb.

15ea.

Rib Eye
Sandwich

4:1

2

Hot
Lean Q.
Meaty

RIBS

for s5

Th•Vre (;reat!

Aft,
BBQ
Sandwichei

$12
s,a1)

Sorry
No
*Hamburgers!

4

SMOKED SAUSAGE
SANDWICH
1 for S3.00
Smoked Turkey
Breast Gni*,
6 lb. Avg. neap

•Schedule
From Page 1B
Hilltoppers are coming off a 5-7
season in their first year in the
FBS (formerly Division I-A).
The Ohio Valley Conference
slate gets underway on Sept. 27
when the Racers play host to UT
Martin. The Skyhawks are coming off a season in which they
went 4-7 overall and 4-4 in OVC
contests. UTM was one of the
hottest teams at the end of last
season as they won four of their
last five contests and came within one yard of winning all five
MSU plays its first OVC road
game on Oct. 4 when it takes on
Austin Peay. APSU made its
return to the OVC last season
and finished 7-4 overall and 5-3
in conference action. The Racers
and Governors closed out the
2007 season with a hard-fought
battle that saw the Governors
emerge with a 23-17 victory.
The Racers will celebrate
Homecoming on Oct. II when
they play host to Tennessee
Tech. The Golden Eagles stumbled down the stretch in 2007 as
they lost their last six games to
finish the season 4-7 overall.
The contest will mark the 12th
time TTU has been the Racers'
Homecoming opponent.

Patterson's late free throws
help UK to win on the Plains
AUBURN. Ala.(AP) — The
Kentucky Wildcats survived the
battle of teams whittled down to
little more than their starting
lineups.
Patrick Patterson hit 3-of-4
free throws over the final 45 seconds and Kentucky shot a sea
son-high 67 percent to hold on
for a 66-63 win over Auburn on
Wednesday ni,ght, despite thL
absence of star guard Ramel
Bradley.
The Wildcats (11-9, 5Southeastern Conference)sorel
missed him when Auburn start
ed aggressively trapping on
defense and forcing mistakes tii
cut down a 10-point lead over
the final six minutes. They committed 24 turnovers.
"If you play.the way we did
tin the SEC), you usually lose,"
Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie
said. "We played pretty ugly
tonight but pulled it together so I
am happy about that. It's no ea.'
task to do something like that."
The Tigers(12-9, 2-6) played
only six players while Kentuck
played a seventh for just thre..
minutes of the game between
two injury-depleted teams.
Joe Crawford scored 20
points and Patterson had 19
points and eight rebounds for
Kentucky, which held on for a
fourth consecutive SEC win.
Bradley missed the game
with a concussion sustained
against Georgia on Saturday.

16" Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings

$7.0()
$9.44
$13.00
$7.00 ea.

Church Groups '20% DOscounl
Sunday & Wodn•sday

tall ahead to omen,'•F ft HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

Ippilabiliry.

10 A.M. — WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

•
4•411.

With 2007 OVC Newcomer
of the Year Jeff Ehrhardt returning at quarterback. Griffin said
the position wasn't high on his
needs list. Murray State had
identified two quarterbacks it
was pursuing, one of whom was
Mr.
Kentucky
reportedly
Football Corey Robinson, both
of whom signed with FBS (formerly Division I-A schools).
Griffin said he believed his
2008 class was his best yet at
Murray State.
"If you're doing things consistently and you're doing things
the right way, each class is better
than the last one," he said. "I
think it is. I think our second
class was better than our first.
But until we get to December of
next year, after we've had them
on campus for a semester, it's
not fair to say."

KENTUCKY 66. AUBURN 63

PIZZA SPECIALS !Pc

Dine"
&free
Delve,

15 ea.

From Page 18
13-2 mark and a Class 4A Sidle
Championship victory over
Lone Oak.
The Racers signed three
defensive linemen, two of which
are 300-pounders — Tyler
Evans (Tampa, Fla.) and local
product Lamar Tbeus (Henry
County, Tenn.).
Theus was named his team
MVP and earned all-state honors
after posting 155 tackles, nine
sacks, five forced fumbles and
four fumble recoveries.
Murray State also filled in
some holes at the wide receiver
position, netting Memphis
Central's Durron Bailey, a 6foot-6 product, and Tampa's
Ja'Vonta Trotter, who moonlighted as a successful punt
nourner for his high school
squad.

Dirateris Grill
7 7 rot DWATER ROAD • 762-0442

AP

Kentucky's Patrick Patterson
blocks the shot of Auburn's
Ouantez Robertson in the
second half Wednesday.
TODAY'S tINEOP SPONSOOED IT:

Lindy Salter
Mar rerterv
To sort or your o.': conloct
401 Main St.• 753-5842

TV, radio
TOOAY
AUTO RACING
7 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAP Sprint Cup
Budweiser Shoolout Selection Show
at Daytona Beach Fla
BOXING
8 p.m.
VERSUS — Super welterweights
Vanes Martirosyan (18-0-01 vs Jorge
Munoz 120-1 -01 super 10211hYeights,
Kendall Hoe 122-2-01 vs Ben Tack*
1294-11 at Las Vegas
GOLF
6:30 a.m.
TQC --- European PGA Tour Indian
Masters test round at Delhi India
isane-day lapel
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA Tour Pebble Beach
National Pro-Am hrst round at Pebble
Beach Cairt
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m
ESPN — West Virginia at Petsburgri
ESPN2 — Clerneon at Virginia
8 p.m.
ESPN — Indiana at Minas
Xavier
—
at Sant Louts
ESPN2
9:30 p.m.
FSN — UCLA at Washington Si
NBA BASKETBALL
715 p.m.
TNT — Cleveland at Houston
9:30 p.m.
TNT — Chicago at Golden Slate
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CLASSIFIEDS
INDEX
ADJUSTMENTS
Adveitsers are requested to check
lie Orst insertion of thee ads tor any
error. Murray ledger & Times si be
_responsible for only one incorrect
Inearlion My error should be report
ed immediately so corrections can
be made
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LAW
Nolan
TANGLE WOOD
Apartments is now
accepting written bids
for mowing service. Bio
should
include
weedeating, mowing.
edging, and blowing
Service restricted to no
more often than every
10 days. Liability insurance required. Fax
bids to 270-753-0714
by 2/15/08. Call Sandy
at 270-627-0830.
Hotta

er
rnaid
his
ad
. it
as
r.
•th
orhis
t at
onngs
tter
ond
trst.
r of
em
it's

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus.
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat. of the month

University
Barber Shop
TaSat
by appl • 753-1 THE Murray Ledger &
considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & limes, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
Times

Email us at
•mit@ trUfrayleClger.COrt1

Help Mated

6~44

AP

rson
m's

the
)
1.
BY

111142

Ote

Mgr.

ACTIVITY C,00rdinato
fOr Personal Care
Tacolity Experience
with computers a must.
Experience with group
rafts. party
planning,
.;outside events, Must
...enjoy working with
Certified
Activity Director or similar experience a plus.
'Paid vacations. holidays, paid sock days.
'Disability and
life
insurance provided at
no cost to the employee Contact Loudean
Austin
Jenny
or
Westbrook at Fern
Terrace of Mayfield.
LLC 270-247-3259 or
email
to
ftlmay0yahoo.com
:EOE
RITTHAVEN
of
• Benton is currently
accepting applications
or the following position.
Full-time RN.
'Must be able to work
-afternoons We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package
Must be
licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in
person at Brotthaven of
Benton
2607 Main
Street Hwy 641 S
Benton. KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE

DISCLAIMER

ihtste

LL

When accessing the
help wanted'. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger coni
OU will be redirected
to pobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local lob
listings will appear on
tho weteure
However. as a nautinal
*chore. not all 1141111s
On the penetwork cum
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
u% if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
sib losing' Thank you

010
020
025
COO
040
050
210
VO
0110
100
110
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$8.25 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All I ;Lis Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)
I 1 `ss 1
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$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for ',mart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens
or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30
a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
060
Help Wattled
DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 1511, St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FAST-PACED dental
office seeking a parttime Registered Dental
Hygienist. If you are a
career-onented team
player, and want to
provide quality dentistry in a patient-centered practice. Send
resume to PO Box
1538, Murray, KY
42071.
FIRST Baptist Church
(Murray) is seeking a
part-time interim director of preschool and
children's activities.
This person will be
responsible for planning,
administering
and participating in
activities for children
from birth through 6th
grade. Hours will be
15-20 per week; compensation negotiable.
Bachelor's degree or
prior experience in
similar work required,
Applicants should be a
professed Christian,
love the Lord and love
children. Interested
persons should submit
resume and names of
three references to
Children s
Search
Committee,
First
Baptist Church, 203
South
4th Street.
Murray, KY 42071.
For questions contact
Wilma
Beatty
at
(270)753-7772.
JOB Opening
Announcement
Accounting/Bookkeepe
20 hours per week
Fern
Terrace
of
Mayfield is looking for
a 20 hour per week
Accounting/Bookkeepe
r. Applicant must have
Accounting/Bookkeepi
ng
experience.
Knowledge
in
Microsoft Money and
all other Microsoft
applications is a must.
Knowledge of compiling Excel spreadsheets.
Medical
Assistance
and
Medicare knowledge is
a plus Paid vacations
and sock pay. holiday
pay, and life insurance
provided at no extra
cost to the employee,
Please apply in person
at 1227 St. Rt. 45
North, Mayfield. No
phone calls, please.
EOE
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for at shifts
Apply in person 205 N.
12th St
MARKETING
Pleasant voices needed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full/part
time positions Work
Monday-Friday $7$16 per-hour Paid
weekly Call 762-9900
NEED full-time help.
Start immediately No
expenence necessary.
Will train Hourly plus
bonuses
Signmasters
8503 US Hwy 68E.
Fairdealing
NOW taking applications for MI positions
and all sinfts. AMOY
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S 12th
St.. Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PAINTERS Need 3
pros years of verifiable
painting experience.
For interview call
931.436-5353

060
Hap Wanted

060
Help Wanted

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY

Saddle up
with cur success!.

6"
I

(no more than two people per
picture and no more than 15 words)
$8 more for a double spot

LOVELINE - $10 EACH
no more than 25 words)

Deadline for receipt
of photos er love
lines is Friday.
February at 5PM.

Y SLID TRAINIM ValIPETI=E 44s,GES
Y PAID VAGATICNS
OE'PCIZIUNITitb
ADVANCEMENT

to(

Apply in person Monday-tiaturdai beta ern
9:00 AM-7:00 PM Starting February 4th
At The Hampton Inn

TOBACCO,HAY,ROW CROPS &
GENERAL AGRICULTURAL WORKERS
NEEDED
Kim W. Wallis
Murray, KY
03/15/2008-01/15/2009
Wages: 58.65/hour. 3/4 of hours listed on job
order will be guaranteed. Al/ tools will be provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
those
beyond
local recruiting area.
Transportation and subsistence paid when 50)(
of contract is met. Apply for this job at the
nearest KY Office of Employment & Training
Division of Workforce & Employment Services
Office using job listing number KY0347787.

Temporary Ag/Tobacco Workers
Needed For Workman Farms
3/31/08 - 1213110$- KY #0347688
5/S/08 - 12/31108- KY #0347697
Wage $8.65 hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools and
equip. furnished. Housing provided for those beyond
commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay. after
5044 of contract completed. Apply for this job at the
nearest Kentucky Office of Employment & Training.
Division of Workforce Development Office using job
order number above, with a copy of this advertisement.
Energetic, hard-working individual with
multi-tasking abilities needed for front
office duties in busy medical practice.
Must interact well with people, and be
cheerful, respectful, and outgoing.
Absolutely no phone calls will be accepted
concerning this position.
Please submit a typed resume, along with
a handwritten cover letter to:
Dr. John Bright
Dermatology of Murray
300 S. 8th St., Ste. 281-W
Murray, KY 42071
050
Help Wonted
OTR dnvers needed
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
hatita Class A CDt. with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience
Clean
MVR (800)468-6087
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Experience with,
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 North
12th St.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products One of Nation's
largest
companies
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to
PO
Box 1040-R.
Murray, KY 42071

SEASONAL help
needed Must have
CDL Apply at Crop
Production Services
Hardin, KY.
(270)437-4000

Ink Clialem
CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
MATURE Lady will sit
with the elderly or
housekeeping Over
20 years experience
References if needed
293-2735
NEED your house
cleaned?
Ref, if needed
759-9031
978-6554

www.iwurrayledger.com www.mereitarlil4t0"111.

Computers
CALL Fred for comput
er repair. upgrades
Reasonable
rates
senior discount.
270-227-5399
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
MO to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
RIDING mowers that
need work
270-436-2867

SCRAP
CARS
key .tuto Ports
753.551M
USED books
Call 759-9586.
WASTE oil wanted.
Will pick up used motor
oil/hydraulic
fluid.
Drum exchange. Miller
D. Farms
270-436-2215
1 GO

Articles
For Sale
08 hot tub New in
package 6-7 person,
7HP, 46 jets, ozone.
water fall Full warranty Retail $7.698 Must
sell $4,200
573-300-1031
46" Toshiba wide theater screen HDTV
w/HDMI,
1080i.
Pioneer
Includes
receiver & Yamaha 6.1
surround
sound.
Excellent condition.
Asking $800.
270- 753-4886.
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also
LG. Toshiba.
Hitachi & Sony We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt
ac.c package, retails
$4500. selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031

1-reve•

PICTURES - $12 EACH

Our core beliefs are excitement,excellence, loyalty, team, and
honesty in everything we do. We are interviewing ambitious
individuals who want to ride the success trail with us. We
offer career fulfillment and great incentives that include:

EST GRILL

O c

ce44.2 7A444447 AlPeseter.• Oth scertaae..

KTICHEN
Y CARRYOUT
Y DISHWASHERS

TUMB
LEWEED®
SOUTHW

et'at-r".

4pss4I swe4d

We're Tumbleweed,a growing, Wild West-style grill and bar.
We have the following opportunities available in Murray, KY: .

Y SERVERS
Y HOSTS/HOSTESSES
V SERVER ASSISTANIS

VISA

You bring so much
sunshine into my life
each day.
Love,
Mom

Mad information, payment, and sender's name and phone number to
PO. Box 1040, Murray, K1'42071 or come by the office at 1001 Whitnell Ave, Murray
between 7:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Contact Jill or Julie at(170)753-1916for more information.
150

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Articles
For Sale
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE.
FREE DVR or HD
upgrade. FREE 6
months of HD programming
w/HD
upgrade. Get months 3
FREE of HBO &
Cinemax.
Programming starts at
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into.
759-0901 or toll free'
877-455-0901
TIFFANY New Prom
Dress still has the tags
on with necklace
never been wom.
Size 6 $450.00,
if interested please
call (270) 227-4697.

Appliances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Ihrrai

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
PECAN finish dining
room table with 2
leaves and 6 chairs.
Good condition, $200.
Ph. 227-0128 or
227-9905.

[plaint Equipment
1989 Case 580K
XtendaHoe,
4WDr.
runs good $14.500
Call 293-2512

***OWNER
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071
FINANCENo Credit Check!
Completely redone_
2BR 1BA singlewrde,
water view, easy boat
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
ramp access. Nice
Central Heat and Air
covered deck. 213
Accepting Applications
Pnmrose, New
Concord. $2,900
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..
6
down. $450 month
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Call 753-2222.
***OWNER
TANGLEWOOD APARTMENTS
FINANCE***
1750 Lowes Drive Murray, KY 42071
No Credit Check! 38R
2 bath doublewide in
NOW AVAILABLE:
Puryear. Only 4 years
2 Bedroom - $434
old.
Large
deck.
3Bedroom - $495
$3,500 down, $495
3 Bedroom - Income Based
month. Call Ruthie
• Free Cable • Washer, Dryer, Range, Dishwasher,
(270)753-2222
& Refrigerator Provided • All Electric • Carpet &
-OWNER
Ceramic Tile • Central Heat & Air • Patio/Deck
FINANCE-* 28X68,
38R, 2 bath, 10 acres,
Some restrictions apply
$4,950 down $69500
t_ Call Joy for details 270-762-1044 or
month, Hardin
Opke 270-804-0850. TTY#800-648-6056 lia.4
752-0729 Bonnie
Byerty Broker
320
**OWNER
Financing**
Aportranb For Rot
2005 24x56, 3BR.
2BA, $4,950 down
1BR, various locations
2 BR 1 Bath duplex.
$649.00 month, Hazel
5275-5300 Coleman attached garage,
(270)753-1011
RE 753-9898
clean, no pets,
'07 16x68 Northern 2 bedroom apartment. $475/mo, one year
W/D, s/ref. furnished. lease, $475/deposit
Built set-up in Hardin
Separate utility room, 436-5858 227-4037
2BR IBA.
screened porch. Partial
1-800-455-3001
28R 2BA. all appliutilities paid.
2000 Fairmont 16x80.
ances furnished. $100
Vinyl siding, shingle 5350-$400. No pets.
off first month's rent.
753-2863
roof, 2x6 walls, Amish
Michelle Drive,
2BR
2BA,
garage,
all
built, nice.
731-363-4588,
appliances.
$650.
270-489-2525.
270-293-5572
436-5685
UP to $20,000 off 3
remanining
New
Homes. Must sell by
02/16/2008.
731-584-9109
UOUIDATION Sala
All 2006 Homes Must
Go!
,(2Stttf
.7.
Unbelievable Deihl*.
Only 4 left. Save
a subscription to Abe
Thousands!! Call now
MURRAY
731-584-9429.

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext.283

0..
LcsalP

LEDGER &TIMES

How For Rent
FIREWOOD for sale
pick-up or delivery.
Call for prices
(270)293-1357 or
(270)559-1424
WHITE Coak firewood
$50. 270-227-9042
270
Moak Homes For Soh
-OWNER
FINANCING-••
16x80 3BR, 2 Bath. on
3.5 acres, Paris.
$3,950 down, $545
month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty Broker
***OWNER
FINANCE***
No credit check! 2003
38R 28A doublevade
in Puryear. Large deck,
$3,500 down, $495
monthly. Call Ruthie
270-753-2222.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
tCrilloosv
3 mo.
3 mo.--.533.00
mo
6 Inc.
$60.00
1 yr.
$104.00

2BR $225
753-6012

M

oab For Hatt

1 BR, all appliances
washer & dryer. Pets
allowed. $335. Cal
Velda,
Greys
Properties, LLC.
293-3491
1 OR 2br ants near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
182 BR ants, 1-year
lease 1BR $350.00,
28R 5475.00. Call
Hamlet North Apts
753-7559
1BR furnished or
unfurnished, low utilities, no lease required
no pets $250/mo
270-753-3949

Rest of KY/TN
rPurhur & Swims.i

3ino.....---$70.50

6 mo..----1190.00
1 yr.-4120.00

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
575.00
6 woo. ........ 296.00
1 yr..
$145.00

I
Check

Money Order

Visa

MJC

Name

1
I St Address
City
I State

_

p

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

Murray Ledger a Time*

•

P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 49071
Or call (270) 763-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

411 • I bursday, I•ebruary 7, 2808

Murray Ledger & times

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
Lemma Swiss I
ANNOUNCEMENTS
iBR apartments avail
ante Great location. 1
year Wass. 1 month
deposit, no pets.
753-2905
28R duplex, 28A.
garage. No pets.
753-7457 or 227-3054.
28R duplex. rice,
CiK& appliances furnished. Various locations. Gasman RE
753-9898
redecorated
28R
$345 rnoniNy. No pets
293-6070

12 brick ranch on
Melrose. City ublibes
AM electnc 2 car
garaos. Large fenced
yercl. New
central heat 8 air sysMm. wwitial lease
Ray 270-767-0615

HORSE barn tor rent. 3
with
stalls
large
turnout 293-1751
NIGERIAN Dwarf lock,
$50 489-2907

501 South 6th. 3 bedroom 1 bath;
washer/dryer dishwasher, refrigerator.
stove. kving/dirwng
rooms, bonus room,
screened porch, hard
wood floors.
270-761-1317

ESTATE SALE
1317
Vine Street
Friday 12N-4PM
Saturday 9AM-12N
Twin adjustable bed
wiremote matching
couch 6 loveseat.
dining room set twin
bed computer desk.
wicker bedroom set

28R, $285. C/11/A.
near MSU. Move in
free days, 753-9898
3841311. 28A available
appliances
now,
Coleman RE 753-9898
313R Duplex, water furnished $700/mo
lease & deposit
required 227-0375
38F1 townhome 2.58k
refrigerator.
CfH/A,
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven. stove.
sq.ft.
1,400
Conveniently located
Newly
near MSU
MO
refurbished
month 50% off 1st
month $800 deposit
No pets.
required
Utilities not included.
270-348-0458
4814 townhome 2.58A.
refrigerator,
C/H/A.
washer, dryer, dishwasher, oven, stove
1.400
1141.11
Conveniently located
Newly
near htSU
$840
refurbished
month 50% off 1st
month $800 deposit
No pets
required
Utilities not included
270-348-0458
('ornerstone
Realty & Rental
Kemal Property &
Proven, Management
Sen ice, availabk
Call 761-7355
xxx ILMItigueuralty
DUPLEX 2BR 1-1,2
bath, all appliances,
storage shed. handicap accessible
$525.mo 436-5685
DUPLEX 2BR . 2BA. 1 year old 404 Bambi
Cl North. no pets
(270)376-2746
1270)841-5653
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice large 1 bedroom,
unfurnished ($345) All
appliances including
washer & dryer
759-5885 or 293-7085

IOX19 storage unit
Murray
Downtown
$40 753-9887
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Real or Loom

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

TOBACCO ground
approx 8 acres highly
productive land water
available, 32x52 barn
close by May be
leased also
(270)489-2116

i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located At 72o s itth SL

270-436-5496
270-293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905 or 753-753E

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
•All Size Units
Available
•Now Have

Climate Control

753-3853
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Murray Ledpr 4 Times Fair
Row* Ad Nebel
kr, mai estate adverted hews
o sullied to dw Ferieri Far
Housing 1(1 which mak.r. it
illegal to abetter ans fierier
rrs Unutacen or demeaneon Nen; on rat aex
hindicii head *ha cc 'tribunal onon, or inlet?dereon to make ans
mas Mutation'a drams-

*Divorce without
Children $85, Divorce
with Children $95 00
firetth FREE Name
change documents
(wile only) arid manual
settlement agreement
Fast, easy and prolessane' Call 1-888-7890198

*Sullivan University
(Louisville) seeks a
custodial supervisor
Requires three years
experience, computer
skills. and ability to 1th
and move up to 125
pounds. Send resume
to
kneeling0sullivan eciu
or Kiel Fleming, 3101
Bardstown Road,
Louisville, KY 40205
No phone calls please
EOE

-Reach over 1 million
readers with one call'
Contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS •11 you have a lood'
category under 'help
at 1 502 223-8821 for
more information about wanted' PLEASE place
placing a 25.wordclas- this next ad there
*Sullivan University
sified in 70 newspa(Lexington) has an
pers for only $250
opening for a Chef
BUSINESS
instructor Requires
SERVICES
Associate Degree in
Culinary Arts and five
*Attention
years experience at the
Homeowners Display
Executive Chef level
homes wanted for vinyl Bachelor's Degree,
siding, replacement
prior teaching experiwindows roofs
ence and ACF certificaGuaranteed financing,
tions are preferred
No payments for 6
Send resume to njenkmonths Low monthly
ins0sullivan edu or
payments Call Now, 1- HR, 2355 Harrodsburg
E300-251-0843
Road, Lexington KY
40504 EOE
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTIONAL
•SAWMILLS from only
$2,990 00 Convert
•Airtines Are Hiringyour LOGS TO VALUTrain for high paying
ABLE LUMBER with
Aviation Maintenance
your own Norwood
Career. FAA approved
Sawmill
portable band
program Financial aid
Log Sludders also
if qualified Job placeavailable viveiv norment assistance. CALL
woodsavenals corn/300 Aviation Institute of
N -FREE Information
Maintenance (888)3491-800-578-1363
3587
Ext:300-N
*Attend College Online
HELP WANTED
from home 'Medical
'business, 'paralegal,
•Expenenced phle'cnminal
botomists paramedics 'computers,
justice Job placement
MOs,LPN s. MA's
assistance Computer
needed for mobile
available Financial aid
insurance examinaif qualified Call 866tions $15-25 exam
858-2121 wry^. onlineKY and Southern IN
tidewatertech corn
Detail onented, independent contractor
-"Can you Dig It?'
work Fax/e-mail
Heavy equipment
resume 502-339-1383. school 3wk training
gpd0insightbb corn
program Backhoes.
Bulldozers, Trackhoes
o'Home-based"
Local fob placement
Internet business
asst Start digging dirt
Flexible hours Earn
now 866-362-6497 or
S500-51000, month
888-707-6886
PT. $2000-$5000+ FT

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
41 Truck Driving
School. Training for
Seidl, Werner &
Others Dedicatee
Regional/ Local.
Approx. $50,000$70.000 yearly. Nona,
weeldyf 1-800-8830171 Open 7 days a
week.
•Class-A and B COL
Training Employment
Assistance You may
qualify for available
SURPLUS State
Training DollarS
Enrolling Now
www.tatcd1 corn 1-86E244-36441 TRUCK
AMERICA TRAINING
*Driver- Home
Weekends' Co Drivers
Up to 42 cpm 0/0 90
cpm FSC 1 year T/T
expenence, Good MVR
required Epes
Transport (888)8491011 svenv epestransport COM
•Onver- KNIGHT
TransportationIndianapolis, IN- We
have a truck for YOU
Daily pay Flexible
home time Medical/
Vision/ Dental/ 401K
Family atmosphere. 4
months OTR required
688-346-4639 Owner
Ops 800-437-5907
wvneknighttrans corn
•Onver Owner
Operators ONLY
Regional Freight from
Louisville $1 30pm
Average' Home often
& weekends Plates
available NOT forced
dispatch Call Howard
at T&T' 1-800-5110082
•Drivers- CDL-A The
grass is greener at
PTL Students welcome- excellent training program. Co. drivers earn up to 46 cpm
Owner Operators earn
1 21 cpm cc yrs of
age, 12 mos OTR. No
Forced Northeast' Co
Drivers call. 800-8480405 0 Operators call
877-774-3533 vninie ptlInc corn

Vas
1\1\111)1 \II
1)1 III I:I I II I '

2003 Dodge Grand
Caravan Sport. 87,000
miles Good condition,
clean 270-753-9001,
270-293-8580

iv'.'. 1%•.111%
efts %III% VI,

12701-n1-11()‘11
LAKE house. Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot with trees,
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat ramp
$275,000 00 Call
753-2905 or 293-8595
MUST See', Just built
brick
sq.ft
2.500
home Double garage
Pnvate & beautiful. 2+
acre lot, 3/4-mile to
town. $139,000
by
270-519-8570
owner, Murray
THE Florida floor plan
- Updated kitchen with
upscale appliancesHardwood floorsScreened porchCluck possessionemail
2206Brookhaven0Lor
ettaJobs corn
Of Rebecca 293
3155 CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
THREE bedroom 1
bath brick home, wrth a
outbuilding,
shed,
tobacco barn and 8
Located in
acres.
Hazel $115.000.00.
or
753-2905
Call
293-8595.

I

llErcydei & ATY's

BARBEROSA Cycles,
LLC
ATV service & repairs
270-382-2444
Ado Parts

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606

r

i
porl
iF

*hires

2003 Toyota 4-runner,
charcoal grey, 4-door
sport, 2WD, power
sun-roof, towing-pkg.
1~08 rack. 43.ima$18 000
(270)227-5759

2001 F-150 Lariat XLT
$8,500.
Hay: $4/bate.
270-753-2570
94 Chevy 1500 Ext.
Cab -- 200,000
miles. 350 V8 -- Great
condition. $2600
(270) 804-3566

CRIATIVI
BUILDING
Metal buildings, home
additions remodeling,
vinyl siding hardwood
floonng, concrete
Affordable rates
474-8555
Ow HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs
decks
293-5438

Santa 0111wed

LIM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood. Insured
489-2839

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

GRAVEL, white rock',
sand delivered.
(270)293-1924

,
Hill Electric

iq,kupb
wed.,
•locally ossned./opersted
7594151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Since 1986
24 mous salvia
Res Com & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All yobs - big or small

753-9562
270-519-8570
SIMMONS'S
Carpentry &
Handyman Work Free
estimates
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured
437-3044.
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions, decks
Hauling, clean up junk.
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free edimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 753-9210

Start while keeping
*Heavy Equipment
your current job FREE Operator Training.
•Cinvers - Civaranteed
details %NI* K348 corn Employment •
Home Time Company
Assistance You may
or Lease Purchase
•Spencerian College
qualify for available
Available Health.
(Lexington) is seeking
01 Chevy Z71,$9300NMI
trainstate
SURPLUS
Vision & Dental
LT, APPUANCE REPAIR
an academic adminisFor Sals
Equinox
05
Enrolling
ing
Donee&
Sur len turbid chanmsebon
Insurance CDL-A & 3
SERVICE & PARTS
trative assistant to
$10.100.
for
sale.
amhet corn
3 buildings
in the We, rental or advertising
Months Experience
Taurus. (270) 293-8726 OR
assist faculty/ students Now sinew
Ford
05
downtown commercial .of reig Malt based in tartars in
6
759-5534
Required 800-441$5.900.
Requires 3 years expe- 1-866-280-583
EXCEPTIONALLY
addition to those protected
American Heavy
ProPeftY
4271 ext KY-100
02 Montana van, Chuck Van Buren
nence, excellent comnice large 2 bedroom
Livi
Weal
under
(270)2934855
Equipment Training
$5.800
munication skills. abiliAll appliances includBACICHOE
I/si ml knoinngh icor
•Orrvers- Immediate
'01 Explorer, $5,100
ty to multi-task, and
ing washer. dryer
TRUCKING
COMMERCIAL buildREAL ESTATE
adverteri to reinter whidt
for Regional
openings
'00 Altima GXE,$4,500
759-5885 or 293-7085
proficient use Of WOrd.
ing 1,200 sq ft Many
ROY HILL
rs nu in irises ot thr law All
CDL-A
& OTR drivers'
'99 GMC Z71. $9,100.
ri_OG CABIN only
recent improvements
Septic system, gravel.
Excel. and Access
rrvre.an herein informed
FOR rent 2BR
iv/tanker req d
'94 Cherokee Sport,
$69.900 Lake Access
Excellent condition
white rock,
the all ibwilings alien:nil se
(computer test
Duplex 1302
Premium pay & bene$3.500.
aialabiexi ar real oppetu
with FREE Boat Slips
436-2113
Located in high traffic
required) Associate
Valleywood $400/mo
877-484-3061
Call
fits
any705-5973
C&K
Nye
rim
St
Own the dream' New
Dozer work 8 Track
area. 717 S
degree preferred
761-7355
oakswny
at
us
visit
or
ckmoat
See
time.
hoe
Many possibilities
Candidates should live 2 128 sf log cabin
For turner restanty with Far
NICE large 28R 28A
leytransport corn
torsky.com
package at spectacular
$75.000 753-7668
Flowing fulirmerti revuein the Lexington area
BEECHER'S
duplex All appliances.
days or 753-4919
meet\ coital \AA I. oureel
160 000 acre recreSend resume to cdou
Handyman Service
*Drivers Love Your
$50Carno • deposit No
Raw r !Alma C.C13)60-10110
nights
ational lake' Paved
edu
spencenan
0
glas
Odd jobs Free estiJob' Bonus & Paid
436-5927
pets
road uig utilities
mates (270)762-091G
EOE
Onentabon 36-43cpm
NOW LEASING
excellent financing
Earn over $1000 week- 2003 Cadillac CTS
1 2 & 3beckoom Apts
University
•Sullivan
Call now 1 -800- 704condition
ly Excellent benefits
Great
We accept Section
(Lexington) invites
IBM Mlle
3154 • 171‘.
•••••ryely•
$11,500 OBO
Class-A and 3 mos
8 vouchers
full
tor
applications
on
office
GARAGE.
293-5055
recent OTP required
SPORTING/SPORTApply at Mur-Cal Apts
time adjunct faculty
paid lot set-up for a WANT to know the
800-635-8669
Over 40 years tsp.
902 Northwood Dr
GOODS
Thunderbird
ING
1996
follow
the
in
positions
used car lot $750 value of your home
Saks & Installatiots
Monday.
condition
Excellent
proirig
academic
+lamed Drivers.
703-4768
farm or commercial
•CHERRY BLOSSOM
Wednesday. Friday
$1,800 270-492-8006
grams Accounting,
Competitive Pay
property on icKlay's
GOLF/COUNTRY
Phone 759-4984
OFFICE or retail space market/
Geography Math
Consistent
bonuses
CLUB Georgetown
Equal Housing
available Prime loca
NADEAU'S
Requires Master s
home time great beneNeed help with that
Voted #1 public access
Opportunity
bon 753-2905,
Construction
degree in discipline
or
selling
purchasing
fits Accepting recent
golf course by
TDO /1-800-648-6056 293-1400
•Floonng •Decks
and related work egos- GolfWeek Magazine
decision'? Give us a
grads 23 YO 1 yr
2000 Dodge Grand
-Vinyl siding *All
ONE Bedroom. nice. OFFICE space avail
nonce Teaching
call' Professional reliCDL-A
OTR.
next
your
for
us
Join
Sport
Caravan
Home Improvements
Washer Dryer. pet & Able 1,600 sq ft . park- able service
expenence at the colMotor
Smith-way
Call
round Of outing
138.000 moles $4,900
(270)978-2111
smoke free $350 00
ing lot roadside lighted
Darnell Appraisal &
eve level preferred
Xpress 888-619-7607
502-570-9849
270-489-2038
Licensed/Insured
(270)226-8006
Matt
sign 901 Sycamore St Consulting
Send resumes to
corn
www smxc
$1,200/mo 293-2098 Jennings
TRAVEL
SMALL 1BR, nonnjenkins0suanan edu
Flatbed
-Regional
or 753-5500
owner appraiser
smoking apt upstairs.
or HR 2355
•DESTIN FORT WAL
Drivers Start at
270 753-9999
water paid, available
Road
Harrodsburg
ONAL
PROFESSI
TON BEACH SOUTH
$ 40/mile .tarp pay"'
now. no pets.
Lexington KY 40504
OFFICE MAI downVVAL TON PANAMA
Earn $50.000 PLUS
$2110rno. 753-5080
EOE
town locabon irlCludee
CITY & PORT ST JOE
Property
6% Bonus' Home
reception conference
selecBest
FLORIDA
•Sullrvan University
every weekend and 1/2
room and parking
iLexington) invites
tion of beach cottages
times per week" Great
Gregory
LOG CABIN
Suite B
applications for
homes & condos Onbenefits including
ONLY 169.900
Ea/Arty & Ernstberger
line Reservations
Graduate School
401K'6 mo tit &
Lake Access
Building Call
Faculty Terminal
ws•nv SouthemResorts
Class-A req d Wabash
SWFREE Boat Slips
753-2633
corn 800 737 2322
degree required in
Valley Transportation
Own the dream' New
Management,
Inc 800-246-6305
21 28 sf log cabin pkg
I at spectacular 180 000
he/ft
Marketing. Business
anew wvlonkrie corn
•t
Finance Of related
acre recreational lake,
Apla is now acceping
!.sFwlah
'
held Prior college
applications for 1 8 2 2 large igloo style dog Paved rd. ulg
teaching required.
Nelms For Sem
Like new. excellent financing
houses
BR rental assisted
leadership experience
-YOWNER
apartments IA-W-TH. fades 812.364-7030 Call now 1-800-704preferred Send
3154. x.1897
8-230 1734 Campbell or 270-873-2108
2 story 38R 28A 1
resume to
No Credit Check'
SA 759-2202 Hearing AKC
office, 2 car garage
German LOT. camper with roof
nienkins0sullrvan edu
Clean & nice 3W1 1
impaired only 1-800 Shepherds Excellent
2 400 Sid ft Wing
and porch, storage
ki
quiet
on
home
2355
bath
HR.
or
Rawl
6464056.
4.000 total Landor
German. Ripon bloodbuilding in Pirate's
ft
so
292
1
Puryear
Road,
Harrodsburg
Housing Opponunily.
Hats Subdivision
lines for waling and
Cove $19.900
floor,
appkhardwood
LexingIcn, KY 40504
12701210-3781.
protection. Pik show. 270-247-3683
&
city
water
ances
EOE
(270)559-2032.
and working weft
IlLePereell
sewer $3.900 down,
Riptide.
available.
Call 38R 28A brick. Newly
$475 month
107 S 1411t. SIR AA. adults. Mose @dulls.
Ruth* (270)753-2222
stove
decorated,
Mom
731-362-2194.
$
Leas*
CM/A.
Large
refrigerator
731-415-1848
$700
deposit No pal&
•••OWNER
326 acres Peels, TN
fenced in backyard &
5-200 acres between
monthly. 2704104119 DOG Obedience
FINANCE"'
area 200 row Crop
storage Large trees
Stella 8 Coldwater,
No credit check' Clean
land Remainder in
on
9th
822 S
hwy frontaos, tobacco
111031. 7 rooms. 438-2858
and nice 38R IBA
with creek
woods
water for
Glendale
good
barn,
gee CM Leese
1
Nmards.
JACK/RAT
home on lot in Puryear
Excellent irrigation or livestock
frontage
No pets.
deposit
row old 10 es 650
1 292 sq ft hardwood
building sites (1 9 Owner knanang possitarn'
Also.
Water Prkti
97164623
floor,
appliances
black top rd
miles
Cherokee Hills Farm
ble, wd divide
moment 270419-21/I
puppy,
$475
down
$3,900
"NH-TM
frontagei will divide
121S, New Concord
(270)489-2116
-4eR houses. ktele. 6 weeks old.
2.9-1
monthly Call Fluthie
10mi horn KY Lake
$2 500 an acre
if no answer leave
depowl
Lease
(270)753-2222
MC,dew dews
1-877 275-0543
Lots of deer turkey.
message
required 753-4109
removed, shots
good building spots
11+. weaned. $300.
Murray Le dger 8c Times C lassifieds
15
J.D Witsams
753-8406, 753-4443
n•909
•
019 (270)2514310
270-753-1916
evenings
No pets 750-4026

1r12:2310

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
iain,• llamiltnn •
Isler Sturdo‘k • 2,c,

JOE'S JOBS
Siicill

114 ,1i -.11t

,
1,11101 1111.11111:
.

753-4344 • 227-5644

NEED HELP?
Handyman Services.
All'remodeling.
No job too small.
Free estimates. '
(731)247-3001 '
(731)363-3511
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sotIrces reliable, but
.
'
inaccuracies do occur
Readers vexing tha
at
so
information do
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nee
any of its employee
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288
Tree:
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of

753-7728

Murray Ledger &
Throes
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

ON US
TODAY!

We hope our Web page is a big hit with you.
It has all the latest news, weather, sports,
stock reports, syndicated columns,
classified listings,and much, much more.

Visit us on-line today-WW W.murrayledgercom

THE MURRAY LEDGER
& TIMES
(270) 753-1916
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lookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Tim
Dosseen of ServiceMaster in Draftenville. going to great heights to
clean the ceiling at the Callow
County Public Library. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Births reported include a girl
to Richard and Grisel Williams, a
girl to Edwina Hargrove and
Michael Brittain, and a boy to
Charles and Tammy Morris, Jan.
20; a girl to Valerie and Stephen
Cook and a boy to Theresa and
Patrick Wyant, Jan. 31; a boy to
Snsan and Jason McCoy, Feb. I ;
boy to Kimberly and Russell
Gills, Feb. 2.
20 years ago
• Jennifer Green, Shannon Gray,
S
.
tacy Van Dyke, Jason Adams,
P.L. Luciano and Lisa Rickman.
members of the Calloway County. High School Band, have been
named to the All-District Band.
Murray High School Lady
tigers won 54-51 over Hickman
County in a basketball game. Jennifer Parker was high scorer for
the Tigers.
Calloway County High School
Lakes lost 44-42 and Lady Lakers won 44-42 in basketball games
with Mayfield Cardinal teams. High
scorers for Calloway were Corey
Wells and Cynthia Garland.
30 years ago
A memorial scholarship fund
in memory of Carmon Graham,
principal and director of Murray
Training School from 1934 to
1948, has been started by former
students and friends of Mr. Graham who died Feb. 1, 1978.
Paulette Hooks of Calloway
County won first place in the taletet division of the Kentucky State
county Fair Queen Contest held
at Galt House, Louisville.
Murray State University Racers lost 64-60 to Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles in a basketball game.

Warren was high scorer for Murray
40 years ago
Published are a feature story
and picture about Preston Ordway
who is beginning his 3Stb years
as business manager of Murray
State College. The story and picture were by L.J. Hortm,
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 71-65 over Fulton
County in a basketball game. Stan
Key was high scorer for the Lakers.
Murray State College Racers
lost 79-78 to Western State Hilltoppers in a basketball game. Dick
Cunningham was high scorer for
the Racers.
50 years ago
In high school basketball games,
New Concord Redbirds lost 5350 to Clinton Red Devils with
high scorer being Gene Rowland
for the Redbirds; Murray Tigers
lost 88-57 to Benton Indians with
Roberts high scorer for Tigers;
Kirksey Eagles won 63-62 over
Crofton with Reeder high scorer
for the Eagles; Murray Training
Colts lost 62-54 to Fulghiun with
Billy Rogers high scorer for the
Colts.
Recent births reported by Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wesley Adams and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Paul
Butterworth.
60 years ago
Harvey Redden, 43, died Feb.
5 from injuries sustained in an
accident at Miller Seed Company
where he was an employee of the
firm.
In high school basketball games,
Kirksey Eagles lost 43-35 to Farrnington Wildcats with high team
scorers being Hargrove for Kirksey and Cox for Farmington; Murray Tigers won 46-38 over McHenny with Hargis being high scorer for the Tigers.

COMICS / FEATURES
Second wife frowns when dad
taps on his daughter's tush
DEAR ABBY: My husband
is 56. His daughter, "Loreen,"
from his first marriage is 35.
At times when he gives her a
hug (as she's leaving from a
visit) .he will slap her on the
butt. This makes me uncomfortable because it seems Mappropriate at
her age. I
have
told
him
how
this makes
me feel; he
says
its
something
has
he
always done
with both of
his children.
(He also has t
By Abigail
a son.)
Van Buren
I guess I
could see it as a playful gesture when they were kids, but
at this point I don't think so.
It reminds me of the kind of
intimacy demonstrated between
a husband and wife, not a
father and daughter. Am I being
too uptight? -- UNCOMFORTABLE IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR
UNCOMFORTABLE: You have confused
someone getting a "love pat"
with someone being hit ON.
Yes, I think in this case you
are being too uptight, unless
there is something else you have
observed that you haven't told
me.
•••

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I'm 16 and
have a 13-year-old sister I'll
call "Becky," who is mentally retarded. My mother recent-
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By The Associated Press
In 1857, a French court acquitToday is Thursday, Feb. 7, the ted author Gustave Flaubert of
38th day of 2008. There are 328 _,obscenity for his serialized novel
days left in the year. This is the' "Madame Bovary."
Lunar New Year of the Rat.
In 1904, a fire began in Bal: Today's Highlight in History:
timore that raged fpr about 30 hours
. On Feb. 7, 1964, The Beatles and destroyed more than 1,500
began their first American tour as buildings.
they arrived at New York's John
In 1943, the government
F. Kennedy International Airport. announced the start of shoe
On this date:
rationing, limiting consumers to
In 1812, author Charles Dick- buying three pairs per person for
ens was born in Portsmouth, Eng- the remainder of the year.
[and.
In 1948, Gen. Dwight D. EisenF.3'V

Ec')
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"

bower resigned as Army chief of
staff; he was succeeded by General Omar Bradley.
In 1983, Elizabeth H. Dole
was sworn in as the first female
secretary of transportation by the
first woman to sit on the Supreme
Court, Justice Sandra Day O'Connor,
In 1984, space shuttle astronauts
Bruce McCandless II and Robert
L. Stewart went on the first untethered space walk.
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Pessary an easy fix
for incontinence
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please tell
your readers who have uterine
prolapse about the easy, inexpensive, nonsurgical solution of a
pessary. I can't believe what a
difference this has made in the
quality of my life. I was feeling
pressure and
had a constant
urge to urinate that was
very distressing. I have
had a pessary
in for several years now
and it's great!
I still have to
get up several times a
By
night,
and
Dr. Peter Gott
there is still
some stress incontinence, but I'm
comfortable.
DEAR READER: Pessaries
(devices worn in the vagina to
support a displaced uterus) are
inexpensive, safe and have been
used for years with excellent
results. They often permit women
to avoid surgery. That is reason
enough to rely on the devices to
improve quality of life.
To give you related information, I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Vaginal
Infections and Disorders."
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband has high cholesterol, and his
doctor at the clinic said that if
he couldn't get it down on his
own and refused to take medication, he wanted him to sign a.
release stating this fact. The doctor told him to take niacin and
drink half a glass of red wine
each night to help lower his levels. My husband thinks this is

ly tried to force me to promise that I'll always take care
of Becky when she and Dad
die or can no longer take care
of her.
I think it's unfair to saddle
me with a lifetime obligation
like this. I have had to make
many sacrifices because of
Becky. I have to share a room
with her and sleep with her
in a double bed because she's
afraid to sleep alone -- even
though we have a spare bedroom. I have never had a sleepover because Becky gets too
upset with someone else sleeping in our room. 1 could go
on and on.
I think I should be free of
Becky as an adult. There are
caber alternatives for challenged
individuals. Mother says it's
my obligation because she's
family. I don't believe it should
be my lifetime obligation just
because we're born to the same
parents. What do you think?
-- NO THANKS! SACRAMENTO, CALIF.
DEAR NO THANKS!: You
appear to be very angry, and
with some justification. You
have already had too much
responsibility thrust upon you.
Your sister should have been
taught to sleep by herself years
ago, because eventually that's
what she will have to do.
Your family obligation to
your sister isn't necessarily the
kind your mother is trying to
coerce you into. If and when
your parents become too incapacitated to care for Becky, a
group living situation might
be healthier for all concerned.
Your sister may not have a
life of her own until she makes
that transition. Consider how
lonely it must be for her to
have no socialization beyond
your parents.
While you do not have to
keep your sister with you, you
do have a moral obligation to
see that she's well cared for.
In that sense, your mother is
right. But you certainly have
a right to pursue your own
life, career and family without anyone laying a guilt trip
on you. And you do not have
to sacrifice your happiness, or
sleep with your sister, for the
rest of your life and/or hers.
•••

Dr. Gott

COI 1E.C_7,

enough but continues to eat a
great deal of cheese, bacon and
salami. I'm afraid for turn. Am I
justified?
DEAR READER: Unfortunately, yes. However, your husband appears to be willing to
make some modifications. He has
taken a step in the nght direction by using niacin. For appropriate benefits, he should be taking 1,000 to 1,500 milligrams every
day.(About 500 to 750 milligrams
twice daily works best.)
An important step he has yet
to take is to modify his diet. A
low-fat, low-cholesterol diet may,
by itself, reduce his cholesterol
level dramatically. From your brief
note, it appears his cholesterol is
high due to dietary and lifestyle
choices rather than genetic factors. If diet does not lower his
numbers significantly, he may have
a genetic predisposition to elevated cholesterol and will need medication. If he chooses to start with
alternative therapies, I recommend
niacin, flaxseed oil and omega-3
fish oil. These can be taken individually but may have a bigger
impact if taken together. If these
fail, he may then need to consider prescription medications, such
as Vytonn or Lipitor
Your husband needs to make
changes. He is at risk for coronary disease, heart attack and
more. However, he will not change
until he is ready. Unfortunately,
for many people, it takes having
a heart attack or other serious health
disorder for them to get serious
about making changes. I hope
your husband is not one of these
people and that he takes his health
seriously.

ContractBridge
North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q
W A J 103
•K Q5
+9 764
WEST
EAST
•K965432
411087
V98 7 4
111(62
•10 3
•J7
• --4•Q .1 103
SOUTH
•—
Q5
•A 9 8 6 4 2
*A K S 5 2
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
3•
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3
Pass
4+
Pass
4•
Pass
6•
Opening lead — nine of hearts.
"What can defeat me?"is a question every declarer should ask himself, even when there seems to be
only a remote chance ofdefeat. Ifthe
answer is that a particular distribution, however unlikely, would put the
contract in jeopardy, declarer should
start looking for a way to overcome
that distribution.
Consider this deal where
without,seeing the East-West cards — it
seems highly probable that South
will make 12 or 13 tricks in six diamonds. That would be the outcome
in most deals, since the missing dia-

DEAR READERS: Today
marks the lunar New Year. ft's
the Year of the Rat. Those
born in the Year of the Rat
are imaginative, charming and
generous to those they love.
Gung Hay Fat Choy!
•••
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.
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monds and clubs would be divided 22 or 3-1 more than 80 percent of the
time.
But South has no right to assume
that either suit is divided favorably,
and from the start he should cater to
the possibility of a 4-0 division in
one suit or the other.
Accordingly, he wins the heart
lead with the ace and discards his
other heart on the ace of spades.
Trumps are the next order of business, and, as there is no way of
avoiding a trump loser if either opponent has all four of them, declarer
starts to draw trumps by cashing first
the ace and then the queen.
When the diamonds turn out to be
divided 2-2, South's only remaining
concern is a 4-0 club division. He
cannot protect against West having
all four of them, so he proceeds on
the assumption that East has them.
He leads the four of clubs from
dummy, and, after Last produces the
three, he plays the deuce from his
hand! As a result he makes the slam,
losing only one club trick. Note that
declarer goes down if he fails to
make this play.
If East plays the ten on the first
club lead, South wins with the king
and returns a club to dummy's nine.
Last wins with the jack, but declarer
trumps the spade return, crosses to
dummy with a trump and finesses
against East's Q-3 of clubs to make
the slam.

Tomorrow: Opening-lead quiz.
C2005 K,05 I

ir,

Crosswords
34 Judge's garb
35 Foundation
timber
36 Loophole
37 Theater part
39 Hot tub
42 Wide cravat
44 Attired like
Batman
46 Clink or cooler
48 Quarry
50 Egg layer
51 All in combos
52 Delhi honorific
53 Aloha tokens
54 Sum and
substance
55 Dater answer
56 House addition
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1 Buddhism
in Japan
4 Current meas
7 Green citrus
fruit
11 Hatcher
or Garr
12 Liquid meas
13 Mideast
potentate
14 Poet's black
15 Victorian,
for one
16 Decides
17 Burning desire
19 Witless
21 Funny
Charlotte —
22 Women with
nieces
24 Mai — cocktail
This,
in Tijuana
27
28 Glove
alternative
29 Attire
32 Cummerbund
sites
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7 Spinks or
Trotsky
8 •Driving force
Engineering
9 sct
10 Hosp areas
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Veld grazer
Crumble away
Barcelona boy
Epoch
Yacht basin
Horticulturist's
concern
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11 Split apart
18 Reckless
20 Easy — pie
23 Navaho foe
25 Behind, at sea
26 No —, ands.
or buts
27 Cousteau's
summer
28 Wire gauge
29 — -Magnon
man
30 Dobbs of CNN
31 Secures
32 Clown's getup
33 A Baldwin
35 Literary genre
37 Columbia's st
38 — -turvy
39 Sales pitch
40 Grave risk
41 Mixes in
43 Mask part
45 Well-qualified
46 Keep fit
47 Jacques'
friend
49 Waiter's
reward
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Photo provided
Murray Elementary Scheid pnmary division chess team members pictured from left, are
Matthew Harper, Sam Lewis, Wyatt Walker, Ashtin McKinney and Aaron Sikkel

Photo provided
Murray Middle 4th Grade Chess Team Members pictured, from left, are Kevin Warm, Dillon
Balthrop, Daniel Harper and Brendan Parker.

Photo provided
Murray Middle School Chess Team Members, from left, pictured are Joel Ferguson, Austin
Hammonds. Eric Wann, Jared Henderson. Connor McKenna and Jake Zimmerer.

Photo provided
Murray High School Chess Team Members, from left, pictured are Daniel Hughes. Jordan
Smith. Steven Arnold and Patrick Hughes. Not pictured is Chess Volp.

Murray chess teams receive top &cognition at region tourney
Special to the Ledger
Atte, ,iiiiipeting in the recent
2.1108
Quad-A
Regional
Scholastic Chess Tountament in
South hluhlenherg County. the
Murras Independent School
Distri.t won first place team
It% ads
in Primary (K-3).
Middle SchooliK-8i, and High
S.hool dis Isom. The MISD
oudents partiaipating in the
lementars t K - Sidis'mon aplured third place
Members of the MISD

respective chess teams will now
advance to compete in the 2008
Kentucky Scholastic State Team
Championship on Feb. 23 in
Louisville.
On the way to winning the
High School section. the Mil%
players scored the following out
of four games. Stesen Arnold
441. Chess Volp 1II, Patrick
Hughes (31. Jordan Smith
and Daniel Hughes I 2i
Volp, a senior and member of
the MHS Boys' basketball team

and three-time state champi- their respective regional tournaonship chess winner of his age ments.
bracket division, received two
Steven Arnold, MHS freshchampionship titles in the same man, had a perfect score in the
day
high school section. finishing in
Alter losing one chess game a tie for first place.
and winning three. Volp finished
The middle school (K-8)
sixth plate at the chess tourna- team also took first in their
ment before tra‘eling to division the middle school secMayfield to tlaiiii the regional tion: Jared Henderson first
(lass A Champiiinship title with place 1.5). Jake Zinunerer (3)
his !MIN Basketball Team The second place; C'onnor McKenna
MHS Chess team and the NIIIS (3) tied for sixth place; Eric
Boy s' basketball team each %OH Warm 121: Joel Ferguson (2);
*-

and Austin Hammonds( I ).
Daniel Harper captured first
place in the elementary division
scoring a I. Dillon Balthrop and
Brendan Parker each scored 2
tying for sixth place. Kevin
Wann captured sixth place in the
individual division with a final 2
score.
The Primary (K-3) team had
a clean sweep of all trophies
after playing five games. Sam
Lewis (5) took first plac, followed by; Aaron Sikkel (3.5)

second
place;
Ashtin
McKinney (3.5) third place;
Wyatt Walker (3.5) fourth
place; and Matthew Harper(3.5)
fifth place.
The M1SD chess teams have
consistently placed at previous
regional, state and national competitions, claiming state championship titles 10 times. Murray
High School won the KY State
Championships in 1990. 2004,
and 2006 and 2007.

0

Racer men's basketball coach to speak at Boy Scout breakfast
(he annual information and tree
fund drise breakfast for Calloway
County /los Scouts of Amenca is
sct for luestlas from 7 10 to M:55
a in at the Murray Banquet Center.
The speaker will he Murray State men's
basketball coa.h Bills Kennedy and
master tit ‘t.-temonies will be or
Bob Valentine
Kennedy was flamed the Racers
coach April 12. 20116 after six years
as the head coach at Southeastern

Kennedy

Louisiana t nisersits
and one season as an
assistant at the Cmof
versoy
Miami
(Fla I In his final two
seasons
at
SIA'.
Kennedy guided the
Lions in a 44.l k
record, two Southland
Conference
regular
season titles and the
school\ first e et trip

Horoscope
Ii P 1
ItI It I 1111)A1
for
Friday. Feb. 8. 2008:
hase your hands full this
!!CAI. AN a particular associate ix
partner kook' be very demandAgreements and Joint
ing
finances don't flow with the ease
sou might like. Not everyone
1Wll come into contact with will
fie easygoing (kitimiam surrounds your thoughts. You recytk during your private or permina) time If you are single.
many people appeal to you. It
sou are atiashed, the two of you
need to work on one very =pm
!ant goal together PISCES helps
sou spend sour mono

cooker, don't worry Not feeling
100 percent up to snuff would be
normal Though you have a must
appearance try not to push
yourself You simply aren't gang
to be happy with the end resorts
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Tap into your ingenuity
and you could be far more
resourceful and dynamic than
you thought possible Knowing
what you want could be instrumental to finding the path there
Brainstorm with others Amazing
ideas bubble forth
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Oaferring might be the
best way to handle a partnership
matter Dont commit to financial
involvement in any way shape or
torn' In a few days. you will be
The Stars Shoe the kind of far more clear about what you
Day 1'mill Hate: Dynamis. want
Ptnitise. 1 Asctage. 2-So-so. VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sapt. 22)
***** You are full of smiles
Difficult
811d handle yourself in a very drf
Omer* manner How you deal
ARIES(Meech 21-AprN 19)
*•• You are not Invincible If with a partner changes as you
you are tired or worn out by relax Mix creativity and fun if
demands try to caii it an earry you want to lighten up the
nay or better yet take some moment A child or new romance
personal time Ultimately it might demands attention
LORA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
be TOM important to recycle
*••• You add a lot to nearty
TAURUS(Amll 20-May 20)
*a** You feel as it you cant any venture or involvement
Others count on your creativity,
we any more and cannot push endurance and foresight At first
any further Take a much-needed twneout Consider an option you easily could be over
or a very deferent idea I rsten to wheimed by an implicit demand
Know what you desire
your inner voice
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Noy. 21)
GEMINI(May 71-Junit 20)
*•
• If you feel as if you are **** You might want to veer
dragging while in a pressure in a new dire( tton An obstacle

Iii the NCAA Tournament. Following the 2005 season. Kennedy was
named Coach of the Year by the
Louisiana Sports Writers Association
and the Louisiana Association of Basketball Coaches lie Was also honored a. the District X Coach of the
Year hs the National Association of
Basketball Coaches marking the second cons.% utise season he was honored bs all three organizations.
The Metairie. La., native spent II

by Jacqueline Bigar
could appear Its your call
whether to )(imp over it Know
that you have what it takes no
matter what Your smile is a sure
winner
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec
21)
*** Once more it you car
take today off there really is no
reason not to Sometimes you
go on overloail and simply dor\I
want to deal with what is
dropped on your plate Listen to
feedbacii with an eye to security
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**•** Your positive attitude
ran ride over a lot of hassles
today Don t stop if you feel frustrated A problem can be
reversed with a different perspective Understanding will
emanate if you listen more
intently
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
*** You might not always be
as clear as you might like At the
same time a partner could shut
down, making a conversation
close to impossible Do for your
self at the present moment but
curb a tendency to overspend
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*it*** You might be in the
mood to conquer the world, but
unfortunately a key partner,
friend or associate could be the
Prince or Princess of Negativity
This too will pass Aim for what
you want Friends May a big role
in your plans
BORN TODAY
Newscaster Ted Koppel ii9401

seasons as an assistant coach at seven
Division 1 schools, including New
Orleans. Wyoming, Northwestern
State. Tulane, Texas A&M, Creighton
and the University of California. He
helped lead New Orleans to the second round of the NCAA Tournament
in 1987. Kennedy also assisted
Wyoming's run to the NCAA Tournament in 1988. During his four seasons at California. the Golden Bears
had two 20-win seasons and made

three appearances in the NCAA Tournament and one trip to the Sweet
16.
The Boy Scouts of America is
associated with the World Scout Federation that is in every country in
the world except two. It is the largest
boys. orgaMtation in the world.
The Boy Scouts of Murray and
Calloway County are affiliated with
the Shawnee Trails Council with
offices in Owensboro.

Hey give me some bread!

Tried & True
Recipes
By Mr Mom Mark Anderson

This time of the year
we to to bake different
breads and freeze them for
later on. We hate gisen
some of our fasorites and
hope you will try them.
My Mother loses banana
nut bread especially with
my changes. as do the Pharmacs and staff at Nalgreens. .an we hate added
our low sugar Pumpkin
Bread for those that need
It.

Pumpkin Rolls with Splenda
By Mr. %tom
Cake:
3 large eggs
I cup Splenda
1 cup canned pumpkin
I teaspoon lemon juice
I cup -self-riaing flour
2 teaspoons ground cinnamon
I teaspoon ground nutmeg
Beat large eggs and I cup Splenda for 5
minutes in mixing bowl on medium speed of
1111xelt.

Stir in pumpkin and lemon juice. Blend in
flour, cinnamon and nutmeg until well combined.
Line a jelly roll pan with waxed paper.
Spread batter evenly in pan. Bake in preheated 350° F oven 5 to 8 minutes or until wooden pick comes out clean. Cool 3 minutes in
pan: turn out onto cloth and roll up from the
narrow end.
Chill in refrigerator until completely cool.

Filling:
4 ounces reduced-fat cream cheese
I 1/2 cups light whipped topping, thawed,
if frozen
2 tablespoons Splenda (or to taste)
Beat cream cheese, whipped topping and 2
tablespoons Splenda in mixing bowl on medium speed or mixer until smooth and spreadable.
Unroll pumpkin roll and spread with filling. Re-roll. Cover and refrigerate until ready
to serve. Slice cake into pinwheels.
Bananas Nut Bread
By Mr. Mom
2 large eggs
1 c. sugar
3 ripe bananas
1 tsp. baking soda
1/4 tsp. mnmeg
1/4 tsp. cinnamon
1/2 c. buttermilk
I tsp. vanilla, rum, or banana extract
1/2 c. chopped pecan or wainutnuts
I/2 cup Cran Resins
I tsp. salt
2 c. flour
Combine XI ingredients well in a large
bowl using a whisk or an electric mixer at
medium speed, adding ingredients in the order
listed, and flour last. overprocessa Pour into
well greased and floured loaf pans. Bake 45
minutes at 400°F.
Remensber what my Mother said 'That's a keeper' and 'Is there any more! 11 sou have a recipe
you want us to try or you need a recipe please
ClWati us at mrmoirunurraylillbellsouth net or write
Mr Mom at Mutton Ledger & Time

